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INTRODUCTION

The Board of Public Utilities - City of Cheyenne, Wyomig (BOPU) with paral fudig frm
the Wyomig Water Development Commssion (WWC) is sekig to expand its water supply
sources and reed States West Water Resoures Corpration (States West), in conjunction
with Lidsone and Associates, Inc. (Lidstone), to evaluate the potential for ground water
development from the Casper Formation on the west end of the City of Cheyenne s Belvoir
Rach. The stdy area is locate approxiately 20 miles west of Cheyenne and imediately
south of Interta 80. Haran Road forms the western boundar of the area. The stuy area
includes sections 15- 20- 27-30, 31-33 of Townhip 13 nort Rage 69 west; sections I
and 12 of Townhip 12 Nort Rage 70 west; and sections 6 and 7 of Townhip 12 nort Rage
69 west. Figue I is an ilustrtion of the project area.

To evaluate the ground water potential of the Casper Formation at ths locaon, it was necssar
to conduct a numbe of steps as par of the preHminA'Y hydrogeologic investigation. These steps
included reviewig available data and litertue in the public doma conductig field
investgations related to the surac water conditions and existg geologic conditions, and
developing a hydrogeologic interptation to alow reommendations regardig sitig of test
holes. Ths work is presented in a memoradum date Mah 25 , 2005 prepar by Lidstne.
In sumar, the memo regned a zone of interbeded sandstone and liestone approximately
800 to 1,000 feet thck that ha a high potential for water producon. Wher frtug ca 
encountered, well producon is estatd to rage from 400 gpm to 2 000 gpm. Unfortly,
only one well ha been complet into ths formation prior to ths stdy resultig in litte usable
data Five site were evalua for inclusion in the dr phae of ths project. Thoug a
decision matr, the sites were raed based upon afordabilty and water production potential.
The references from the geologic memoradum have been included in the reference section of
ths report.

PROJECT SCOPE OF WORK

Drig
The original Scope of Work for the project requested the drlling of thee test holes and the
completion of one production well to detere existig geologic conditions in the area and
provide aquifer propertes based on pump testig of the production well. The Lidstone
memoradum reference abve identied six potential drll locations in the project area. Ths
report also provided a cost este to complet the test holes at the locons. Based on ths
inormation, the Scope of Work was altere due to budget constrts.

In order to beer evaluate the w ter potential of the aquifer, it was detered tht only test
holes would be dred and very . abbreviated pump testig would be conducted. The 
emphasis of the project was to obt the geologic loggig of the holes to assist in futue aquifer
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development. The origial bid documents included drllig the Lone Tre Creek Monocline

Duck Creek Anticlie, and the Spottewood Anticlie sites. An alternte was included that
involved dring a test hole near the Kennedy Well to determe the existig wells production
zone and provide a better undersdig of its aresian flow.

Layne-Westrn a Diviion of Layne Chrstensn Company provided the only bid for the project.
Since the bid tota exceed available fudig, Change Order Number I acmpaned the Notice
of Award removig all work at the Spottewood Creek Anticline site. As drlling progressed on
the Duck Crek Anticline Test Hole, minimal water wa encountere thereby elitig the
necessity for pump testg on ths hole. Ths action saved enoug money in the contrt
alowig for the inclusion of the alternte Kennedy Well #2 in ths project. (Ths alternte was
approxitely one-haf the cost of drllg the Spottewood Crek Anticline site due to its
decreased bore diameter and depth.

The fi work with ths project included the drlling and geophysical loggg of the Lone Tree
Creek Monocline Test Hole, the Duck Crek Anticline Test Hole, and the Kennedy Well #2. In
adtion, a two-dy pump test was conducted on the Lone Tree Creek Monocline Test Hole to
help underd the propertes of the aquifer and potential water beg abilty. The test
provided minimal inormation on interference with suroundig wells and sprigs, but ths was
not the origi intent of the work.

Water saples from each hole and saples from the neaby surac water sources were collected
and anyz The anysis included the stadad wate quaity test for consumption and the
additiona WWC testg suite for the saples from the Lone Tree Monoclie Test Hole and the
Kennedy Well #2. The water testig also included trtium testig of samples frm the test holes
and Grte Sprigs, and the Sutherland Well. Tritium testig ages the water and is a tool which
assists in the determtion of the source of the water. The results of the water quaity testg are
discusse in deta in Secon 2.

Surface Water

There was no available historic data for the surace water featus nea the proposed drll
locations. In ealy 2005 , States West assisted the BOPU in developing new gag stations on
Upper Lone Tre Creek, Duck Creek, and Goose Creek where these strs enter the west end
of the Belvojr Rach. In addition, gagg sttions were placd on Lone Tre Creek below the
cayon "sin" and on Lone Tre Creek as it exits the ea bounda of the rach. Al sites were
equippe with automate pressur trducersdata loggers to determe flows. The BOPU sta
lea by Clint Basset hadled the monitorig and data verification for these sites. In ealy 2006,
the gages at the Duck Cree'" Goose Creek, and Lone Tre Crek below the cayon "sin" were
removed due to mi flows and the necssity of the monitorig equipment at other locations.
Dug the flow testig at the Lone Tree Creek Monoclie Test Hole, a six gage was
estblished at Grte Sprigs.



FILD INSTIGATIONS

These investgations are detaled in the geologic memoradum dated March 25 , 2005 prepared
by Lidsone and the engeeg criteria memoradum date April II th, 2005 prepared by States
West. The critical geologic inormation is revisited in Section 2.

EVALUATION OF HYROGEOLOGIC SETTING

See Section 2.

PROPOSED SURACE WATER MONITORIG SYSTEM

An importt par of the exploration project is the evaluation of potential impacts pumping might
have on surac water flows and diversion rights. To assess these impacts, the States West team
proposes th the existg surace water gagg stations be mataed and have the ratig cures
routely veried. Althoug ths data will serve the BOPU interest in existig water rights
matters, it will also help determe long term rechage and stream losses to the Casper
Formation. Additional gages should also be intaled prior to fuer pump testig. The gages
will nee to provide adequate da on the Sutherland Well, Grte Sprigs, and the Kennedy
WelL Existg flow conditions and possible chages durg testg wil be critical inormation
in anyzg pumping effects. In addition to the flows, it wi be highy beneficial to mata a
rerd of preipitation, tempetus and water levels in the test holes to help determe
varations in flow from naly occurg ruoff.

PROJECT RESULTS

The mai objective of the project was satified.

I. Geologic log data was obtaed on thee holes providing a better understading of the
underlyig geology of the ar Potential groundwater producing ar and depth have
been fuer refied providig a stong basis for contiuation of drlling in the area.
Modied cross setions have been prepar and ar presente in Section 2.

2. The brief pump test reveaed signcat water is avaiable in the Lone Tree Crekdre, but long-term pump testg is necssa to determe impacs to suroundig
wells and sprigs. The two-day test was subject to substtial precipitation and ruoff
skewig the resuts. The water quaity and trtium testig indicates the majority of the
groundwater in the Lone Tree Creek and South Fork of South Crow Creek dres 
recent rechage with simar water quaty chateristics. As the geology report in
Section 2 indicates, there may be a connection between Grte Sprigs (located in the
South Fork of South Crow Creek) and the groundwater in the Lone Tre Creek dre.



Tbe long-term testg would diectly determe the impac and any potential
interference.

3. The drlling and loggg of the Kennedy Well #2 provides a bettr understading of the
flow frm the existg Kennedy Well. The Casper Formtion was approxiately 1 000
feet shalower th previously thougt. The log well was completed at the sae depth
and screen interval as the Kennedy Well and should be an excellent monitorig well
durg futu testig.

PROJECT CONTIUATION AN PROPOSED DRILING PROGRA

There ar two path which need to be explored for the futu expanion of the Paleozoic ground
water on the Belvoir. They are development and fuer researh. The exploration project ha
demonstrd tht there is a goo water source at the Lone Tree Creek site. A producton well
needs to be drlled and extensive pump testig conducted to determe the impact on the
suroundig sprigs and wells. The curent test hole would be used as a monitorig point durg
the pumpin. Discussions with Kevi Boyce indicated th WWC ground watr grt money
could not be used for ths work. It can be completed with WWC level II progr money
(grant/oan). Ths inormation would be used to determe the tota amount that could be
pumpe the number of wells, and the spacing of them. In addition, there is the potential tht
hydrophysics on the curnt test hole would alow us to lit the depth of the wells to only the
high producon zones in the upper aquier savi a considerable amount of drlling. As ths
inormtion is produce plan would need to begi on a delivery pipeline and other
appurenaces for the well field.

The secnd path would involve the drlling of additional test holes to fuer reseach the extent
of the aquier to the south. As our prelim report and constrction documents indicated it
would be advantaeous to drll at lea thee if not four more holes. The highest priority one
would be the Lone Tre Creek Fault site just southwest of the missile base. Ths would alow for
the determon of the southern bounda of abundat watr found in the Lone Tree Creekdre and hopefuy provide some evidence as to why the Duck Creek Test Well did not have
the sae water production. The other sites would include the Spottelwoo Crek Anticline and
the Goose Creek Anticlie sites. Ths work would bettr quaif as a comprehenive level II
stdy under the reguar WWC progr.

PROJECT WORK AN PRIORI LIST
(All costs in this section are in 2006 dollars.)

Dril and pump test a production well at the Lone Tree Creek Monocline Site (Cu"ent
test hole)

Ths would allow for the determation of water avaiable and impacts. In addition, as



more housing develops in that ar it would provide an earlier priority for the water
us. Also, ths action indicates an active approach of water development on the Belvoir
to the citiens of Cheyene. Ths work should also include the determation of the
tota number of wells, spacing and depth to fuy develop the available water. It is
critical tht a long ter pump test be conducte to determe impacts to the

. suroundig wells and sprigs to ensur there is no intererence with curent water
users. It would also be advantaeous for hydrophysica testig to be conducted on the
existig test hole to help assess water production zones in the Casper prior to the

drlig of the production well.

Drilling Cost $575,000
Engineering/Geologit Cost $100,000

Dril a test hole at the Lone Tree Creek Fault Site (Southwest of missile base)

A well at ths location would allow for the deteation of the southern edge of the
watr producon witnessed in the curnt Lone Tree Creek Monocline Site. It would
also allow for the bridgg of inormation obtaed from the curnt two test holes.

Driling Cost $250,000
Engineering/Geologit Cost $50,000

Dril test holes at the Spottlewood Creek Anticline and the Goose Creek Anticline Sites.

Ths contiues the exploration of the aquier as outled in the origi scope of work.
Due to the distace to the sites, I would consider these as futue well field expanion
opportties.

Drilg Cost $500,000
Engineering/Geologist Cost $100,000

Dril another test holes at the Duck Creek Anticline Site.

As indicate in Section 2, there is potential for a production well with the Duck Creekdre. The geology rert indicates loctig a new well fuer to the east may
provide for a higher water yield.

Driling Cost $250,000
Engineering/Geologist Cost $50,000

Develop pipeline and delivery plans for the water.

PreliminA'Y plan need to be develope to determe potential pipeline routes and sizs
to deliver the water to RL Sherad Water Treent Plant. The work should identify al



reui easements and pipelie appurnaces. If any meta pipe is being considered
the study wi also nee to include a soil corrositivity anysis. Ths work should also
include cost estates for the constrction of the pipelies.

Engineering Cost $100,000



Table 1 - Estimated CosHor Contnued Drillng on Belvoir Ranch

Test Hole
Spottlewood Crek Anticline

Prouction Well Lone Tre Crek Fault
lone Tree Crek Monocline Duck Creek Anticline

Est. Est.
Description Uni Uni Prce Quat. Amount Quat. Amount

Mobilizatonlobilizon $50 000. $40 00.
Dril, Furh In, and Ceent the Surce
Casinl: - Prodcton Well $275. 875. $0.Fur In, and Cement !.e Sur
Casimr - Tes Hole $275. $0. $6,875.
DrU and Cas 20-incb Nomal Diamete
Boehole - Prodcton Well $350. 380 $133 000. $0.
Drll1-incb Nomial Diamter Borebole- Tes
Hole $180. $0. 400 $72 000.
Dr 16-inch Nom Diamete Borehole -
Production Well $175. 850 $148,750. $0.
Dr 7 7/8 inch Nomial Diameter Borehole -
Tes Hole $60. $0. 800 $48 000.

Geophysica Loing - Proucton Well $10 000. $10 000. $0.

Geophysica Loing - Test Hole $10,000. $0. $10 000.

Well Deelopment - Lone Tree Crek Monocline $575. $4,60. $4,600.

Set Pup - Producton Well $20,000. $20 000. $0.

Set Pup - Test Hole $10 000. $0. $10 000.

Conduct Aquife Testing $225. 500. $112 500. 50. $11 250.

Stadby Time $450. $5,400. 400.

Rig Time $575. 900. 900.

Conver Well to Monitoring Well 500. $0. 500.
Reegettion 500. 500. 500.

Estimate Constructon Cos Sub-Total#l: $501.525 $221 025
Engineering Costs: $100. $4,205

Subtotl #2: $601 830 $265,230
Contingency = Subtotal #2 x 10%: $6, 183 $26 523

Constrction Cos Total: $6.013 $291 753
Preparation of Final Design: included included

PelTltting:

Leal Fee:
Acquisition of Acss and Rightsf-Way:

Year 2006 Estimate Project Cos Total: $662,013 $291 753





Estimated Well Elevation:
Projecte Well Dep:
Projec Pumping Rat:
Pump Settng Depth:

110 feet
400 feet

600 gpm (estimated well yield)
500 feet

Water Right Interference: Probable, due to uncertain degree of hydrologic connection to

Granite Springs

Anticipated Water Quality: 250 500 mg/L TDS and 5 'C temperature based on Granite
Springs water qualit data

Lone Tree Creek Monocline is an attractive loction to drill the Casper Aquifer due to its
potentially enhanced aquifer permbility and goo water qualit. As shown on Figure 1 , field
rennaissnce of the area in February (2005) revealed the Casper Formation in this area has
been folded into a monocline whose axis roughly parallels Interstate 80 south of Granite Canyon
Quarr. In general, intergranular and pore permeability is enhance along the axis of such
structures as a result of extensional frcture development parallel to the axs. While in the field,
LA observed numerous dissolution enlarged bedding and fracture surfces in addition to
solution tubes and the Lone Tree Creek sink. During our investigation , the sink swallowed the
entire flow of Lone Tree Creek, which States West had gaged to flow between 0.5 and 1.5 cubic
feet per secnd (cfs) between January 10 and March 12 , 2005. Lowry and Crist (1967)
previously recrded losses to this sink of 1.70 cf in June of 1964. It appears that ground water
flow through this structure has ben enhanced not only due to the strcture, but also due to the
fact that the structure trends perpndicular to the range frnt, providing a conduit for ground
water to move from the recharge are to the basin interior. The permbilit and saturation of
the Casper Aquifr is best demonstrted in this are by Granite Springs. A Casper Aquifer
spring that lies nort of the nose of this fold in Secion 8 of T13N , R69W, Granite Springs
reportedly discharges approximaely 875 gpm of approximately 500 mgll TDS water (Low and
Crist, 1967; Smith , 2001).

Careful review ofthe limited available dat seem to corroborate Blackstone s (1996) conclusion
that the Casper Formation dips unifrmly into the Denver Julesberg Basin , and that the thrust
fault which typically underlies the Laramie Range frnt and severs the Casper Aquifer is absent
in this area. A cross secion of this area is presented on Figure 2. While thre wells had
previously been drilled in this area for the Atlas Missile facilit, all of these wells apper to have
been completed primarily in the Tertary Aquifer based on water level and water qualit data.
Comparison of calcium , magnesium, and sodium concentrations frm the Hall No. , Kennedy
No. , and U.S. An Corps of Engineer wells (USACE; MW2, MW10, and MW15; 2004) sem
to indicate the Hall NO. 3 and USACE wells predominantl derive ground water from the Tertry
Aquifer, while the Kennedy NO. 1 derives its ground water from the Muddy/Newcastle
Sandstone. Based on limited water level data for these wells, Granite Springs, and Lone Tree
Creek Sink, it appers the hydraulic heads associated with the Tertiary Aquifer are tyically
higher than those associated wit the Casper Aquifr in this area.

Lidstone and Associates, Inc.
October 2006

Belvoir Rach Test Drillng Report
State West Water Resources Corp. - Cheyene, Wyoming
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The following highlights the advantages and disadvantages of driling at this site:

Disadvanta es

Well may interfere with flow from Granite Springs
depending upon degree of hydrologic interconnection.

Driling Conditions and Well Completion
Layne driled and constructed the test well , Lone Tree No. 1, between January 21 and February

, 2006, in general accordance with the well drillng specifications. The exploration borehole for
Lone Tree NO. 1 was driled in three phases utilzing a direct circulation rotary drill rig with air-
based driling fluids. A completion diagram for the well is shown on Figure 3. To provide a
surface seal , Layne driled a 17.5 inch diameter borehole to a depth of approximately 35 feet
and grouted a 14 inch diameter, 30-foot surface casing in place. For phase two, Layne driled a
12.25 inch diameter borehole for the production casing to a total depth of 396 feet with a carbide
button , downhole hammer bit. After setting 387 feet of 8 5/8 inch diameter casing with
centralizers in this borehole, a subcontractor to Layne , Cementers Energy Inc. , cemented the
casing in place with more than 460 sacks of cement. The quantity of cement required to fill the
annular space was much more than anticipated as fractures within the upper 14 feet of the
Casper Formation accepted a significant quantity of the cement. In phase three, Layne driled a
7718 inch diameter borehole with a tricone carbide chisel bit to the well's total depth of 1 348
feet. The well was terminated in Precambrian schist.

The drillng and completion of the Lone Tree No. 1 was accelerated due to the use of air driling
fluids and the general absence of lost circulation conditions. Although fractured and crystal lined
openings were encountered within the Casper Formation , drillng fluid circulation was never lost
during the driling of the well. Penetration rates for the exploration borehole varied dramatically
due to lithologic conditions and dril bit diameter. Between 35 and 396 feet bgs, rates ranged
from 29. 1 to 120.0 feet per hour while drillng the 12.25 inch diameter borehole with an air
hammer bit. In contrast, penetration rates from 396 to 1,348 feet ranged from 5.8 to 29.1 feet
per hour during the drillng of the 7 7/8 inch diameter borehole through the Casper Formation.
Despite the smaller borehole, the difference in penetration rates is primarily attributed to the
hardness and cementation of the older Casper Formation relative to the younger, overlying
White River Formation.

Geologic and Hydrogeologic Logging
An LA hydrogeologist monitored drillng operations and logged dril cuttings obtained from the
borehole. Layne personnel collected discrete samples of the dril cuttings at regular intervals as
dril rates permitted. Samples were generally collected at ten-foot intervals from the surface to
the total depth of the exploration borehole. Representative cuttings from these intervals were
obtained at the end of the blowie line or sample collection box near the wellhead. As necessary,

Lidstone and Associates , Inc.
October 2006

Belvoir Ranch Test Drillng Report
States West Water Resources Corp. - Cheyenne, Wyoming

K:\OPEN\WYSW101\Driling ReportRevised Drillng Report Text 10-11-06 MES.doc



CHEYENNE BElVOIR RANCH GROUND WATER GRANT

PAlEOZOIC ESTIGATION

WYOMING WATER DEVElOPEMENT COMMISSION

STATES WEST WATER RESOURCES CORPORATION
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Well Completion Diagram and Geophysical logs for lone Tree Creek No- 1

LONE TREE CREEK NO- 1

Final Cons1Tuction Date: February 4 2006

Surfa ce Elevation. App roximate Iy 7 1 05

Total Depth: 1 348 feet

Lithology

Alluvium (0-27' ): Pinkish tan claye.y sand wI gravel and cobbles.

-' 

WHITE RIVER FORMATION (27- 342' ): Tansiltstone ""some fine
grained quartz sand and clay; poorly cemented"' calcite; moist:

balls easily: sticky when hydrated.

Tan s ill mudstone; water toward 70' bgs , drier around
approximatei! 85'

Tan sandy siltstone.

Tan s ill mudstone.

Tan sandy siltstone.

R eddsh brown sandy siltstone"' some reddsh brown clays and
coarse sandffne gravel fragments composed of Casper
sandstone and limestone (263-342'

GOOSE EGG FORMATION (342- 382' ): Red
silltone/sandstone/limestone/dolomite interbedded; s ilts ton e has

gyps um inclus ions; sandstones are medium grained quartz sand;
II cemented wI calcite.

CASPER FO RMATION (382- 343' ): Sandstone/Limestone
Interbedded: Fine to medium grained quartsandstone: color
ranges from tan to buff to red; calcite cemented; interbeded 

white to pink limestone; some limestones exhibit vugs; vary from
micriiic to sandy.

(382-385) - Vuggy Limestone; some lattice work in chips/cuttings.

("10-"15) - Calcite chips and evidence otveining.

(430-44) - Calcite chips and piece of crinoid stem.

(44-460) - Minor calcite chips in cuttings.

(530-560) - Minor calcite chips in cuttings; some manganese
dendrites on cuttings.

(560-595) Abundant calcite fr agments particulari! (570-580);
fractured; additional butfewer calcite chips seen below this depth.

(720.7"1) Some calcite lined fractures.

l820-920) - Some calcite chips in cuttings.

(1, 155- 230) - Abundant calcite crytals in cuttings.

Precambrian S chlst(1.343- 1 ,348' ): Black; foliated; hard driling;
dls integrates to clay from chips.

Figure No.

Remarks

Drillng w/dired: airhammer

Cutng remo",1 is po or due
to moisture S witch tom air
to air foam

SWL- 108' bgs

\/er in hole - shallow
couldn t mea sure.
EC=461 us/cm
T emp=6.3 C
pH=7.84

De1lat on SUnlY - 0 deg rees

Hole malOng water 1i380'
bgs- appro x. 2 gp m;
increased to a pprox. 50 gp m
at 382' b gs la'le tu med off
mist pumpfbam additon

Output 1i430' bgs - app rox.
10 gpm.
EC=831 us/cm
Temp=lO.8 C
ph= 11.2
cement infuen ced .
De1lat on SUnlY - 0.
deg rees

De1lal on sunlY - 1 .0 degree

\/er I I throu gh drill pipe
= 93.5' bgs; Flume d iroharg e
= 475 gpm

De1lat on sunlY 1.5
deg rees

\/erle 1 = lIS' bgs

Flume diroha rge 1i765' bgs
= 780 gpm
EC=286 uscm
Temp=8. 1 C
pH=7.52

Flume diroha rge 1i1159' bgs
= 742 gpm; water le
measurement = 103' bgs
EC=277 us/cm
Temp=9.7 C
pH=815

TD = 1.348'



the sample collection box was cleaned afterwards to maintain sample integrity, Samples were
placed into chip trays and logged in the field. Dril cuttings were generally described according
to lithology and stratigraphic location. The cuttings were also described with respect to their
potential hydrogeologic properties. In addition to a thin veneer of Quaternary Alluvial deposit$
adjacent to Lone Tree Creek, drill cuttings indicated the exploration borehole penetrated a
sequence of interbedded siltstone and mudstone of the White River Formation , a relatively thin
red siltstone of the Goose Egg Formation, an interbedded sequence of sandstone and
limestone belonging to the Casper Formation , and Precambrian bedrock, The lithologic log for
the borehole is summarized on Figure 3. A revised geologic cross section that highlights
information obtained from this test well and the Kennedy test hole is presented on Figure 4.

While the lithologies of these four units are summarized on Figure 3, the most interesting
hydrogeologic formations included the White River Formation, the Goose Egg Formation, and
the Casper Formation, Both the White River and Goose Egg formations serve as confining
layers for the Casper Aquifer. From 27 to 342 feet bgs, the White River Formation consists of
interbedded siltstone and mudstone that contains a trace amount of fine grained quart sand.
This unit is predominantly tan in color, but contained some coarse sand or fine gravel that
appeared to be derived from Casper Formation sandstone and limestone. During drillng it was
apparent that the formation was water bearing as some zones were wetter than others, but no
water was discharged from the borehole. The only time ground water was blown from the hole
occurred on the morning of January 26 , 2006, after the borehole had stood open through the
night at a depth of 155 feet. LA determined that the conductivity and pH of this water were 461
IJS/cm and 7, , respectively. No depth to water was recorded and the hole blew dry in several
minutes, Overlying the Casper Formation from 342 to 382 feet bgs, the Goose Egg Formation
consists of interbedded red siltstone, sandstone, limestone, and gypsum. The sandstones were
composed of medium grained quart sand, and the siltstone exhibited inclusions of gypsum. No
water was discharged from the Goose Egg Formation during driling.

The principal aquifer encountered in the test well , the Casper Formation consists of interbedded
limestone and sandstone and extends from a depth of 382 to 1 343 feet. Based on the lithologic
log, approximately 85% of the Casper Formation is composed of sandstone. For purposes of
comparison, McGookey (1952) determined that approximately 53% of the Casper outcrop in
Section 8 , T13N, R69W was sandstone, Sandstone within this unit generally consists of calcite
cemented, fine to medium grained sand that is predominantly composed of quart. Most of the
sandstone appears to be iron rich while some is arkosic. LA observed that several of the
sandstone interbeds contain calcite chips that appeared to have been cut from open fractures
particularly at depths of 440-460,, 560-615, 720-740, and 820-920 feet bgs. Comprising about
14% of the Casper Formation at this location , limestone within this unit ranges from sandy to
crystallne to micritic in texture, and exhibits vugs and calcite filled veins. A crinoid stem was
identified in dril cuttings from 430-40 feet bgs and manganese dendrites were identified on
other chips, particularly at 530-560 feet bgs, As with the sandstone, some limestone beds
yielded whole calcite chips, particularly at 1 155-1 ,230 feet bgs.

During driling, the amount of ground water discharged increased as Layne driled toward the
total depth of the borehole. Before the 8 5/8 inch diameter casing was set into the top of the
Casper Formation , LA visually estimated the discharge to be approximately 50 gpm from a
depth of 382 feet bgs. Once this casing was set, LA made several visual and flume estimates of
discharge at the following depths: approximately 10 gpm at 430 feet; 475 gpm at 590 feet; 550
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gpm at 610 feet; 780 gpm at 765 feet; 782 gpm at 1, 159 feet, and 782 gpm at 1 348 feet. The
principal source of the ground water appeared to be fractures associated with the calcite chip
cuttings. The conductivity, pH , and temperature of this ground water ranged from 277 to 302
IJS/cm, 7,52 to 8.25, and 8. 1 to 9. C, respectively, LA also collected several depth to water
measurements after the 8 5/8 inch diameter casing had been set, and discovered water levels
that ranged from 93.5 to 118 feet bgs during driling.

Well Development
Once the drillng of the test well was terminated on February 4, 2006, Layne picked the dril
string up to a depth of approximately 1 347 feet, or one foot off bottom, and commenced
development of the well through the drill string. Layne developed the well using a single pipe
continuous airlifting and surging technique in combination with the air compressors and booster
pump they had used during drillng. Approximately 8 hours were spent developing the well with
the open ended tubing set at a depth of 1 347 feet bgs. During development, ground water was
discharged into an excavated pit. Layne dug a second pit adjacent to the first pit to encourage
the settlement of the suspended solids in the discharged water. The suspended solids in the
water were primarily composed of fine grained sand and silt that were red to brown to burgundy
in color. Concentrations of total sediment and total sand ranged from 0,4 to 5.0 and 0,2 to 4.
parts per milion (ppm), respectively. Ground water discharged from the well never appeared to
be visually clear. The discharge rate was measured via flume to be 780 gpm. The conductivity,
temperature , and pH of this water ranged from 264 to 269 IJS/cm 0 to 9. , and 7,96. 03,
respectively,

Geophysical Logging
The borehole of the Lone Tree No, 1 well was geophysically logged in two stages. Phoenix
Surveys, Inc. of Brighton, Colorado, completed the first log after the borehole had been
dvanced to a depth of approximately 396 feet bgs, and completed the second log on the

uncased portion of the borehole between 387 and 1 348 feet bgs, The downhole geophysical
surveys were completed on January 26 , and February 4 , 2006 , respectively. The geophysical
suite consisted of caliper, natural gamma, gamma gamma density, spontaneous potential
neutron, and resistivity logs. Because the upper portion of the borehole was driled with air
rotary techniques, fresh water was added to the hole to complete the geophysical logging of the
upper portion of the borehole. Fresh water filled the borehole during the second logging effort.
Geophysical logs of the borehole from 20, or below surface casing, to 1 348 feet are
summarized on Figure 3,

The geophysical logs correlated reasonably well with the lithologic log. The caliper log revealed
the borehole was generally drilled to gage, but also highlighted several severe washouts.
Washouts of up to 21 inches were identified within the upper 12,25 inch diameter borehole
between depths of 285 and 325 feet bgs within the White River Formation. This sloughing of the
hole was primarily due to ground water production from the upper portion of the Casper
Formation during air drillng. Notable washouts within the Casper Formation were identified at
depths of 430-464 feet (up to 11 inches), 570 feet (22 inches), and 1,206- 238 feet (up to 15
inches). These zones corrlate either to fractures or more friable sandstones. The resistivity and
spontaneous potential logs detected formation contacts, but poorly resolved lithologic
differences within the Casper Formation. These logs confirmed the contact between the White
River and Goose Egg Formations at 342 feet bgs, as well as the contact between the Goose
Egg and Casper Formations at 382 feet bgs, The neutron and density logs revealed the porosity
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of the Casper Formation is excellent over various depth intervals. Based on spikes in both the
neutron and densit logs , the best porosity intervals were identified at 456-466, 568-572, 582-
586, and 1,174- 1 ,335 feet bgs. The correlation between these logs over these intervals
suggests that these intervals are fractured , and is corroborated by the caliper log specifically at
570 and 1 210- 240 feet bgs, Numerous other zones had high neutron porosity, but lower
densit porosity, These zones likely are saturated , but the permeabilty of the Casper Aquifer
over these intervals is likely intergranular rather than fracture controlled. Review of the natural
gamma log indicat d the highest radiation peaks were typically associated with Casper
Formation sandstone from roughly 700-800 and 1 050- 335 feet bgs,

HYDROGEOLOGIC EVALUATION OF LONE TREE NO.
LA conducted stepped and constant-rate aquifer tests of Lone Tree No. 1 between March 1 and
6, 2006, to estimate the maximum sustainable yield of the well, to evaluate the hydraulic
properties of the aquifer, to assess any boundary conditions near the well, and to determine the
quality of ground water discharged from the well, Layne provided the test pump, discharge
piping, flowmeter, and gate valve that were used during the test in addition to supplementary
personnel who collected data and maintained the pumping test equipment. Based on the results
of airlift development, ground water production during drillng, and well casing diameter, the
stepped-rate test was designed to evaluate potential aquifer yields while approximating dynamic
equilibrium conditions for various pumping rates. The discharge rate for the constant-rate test
was then selected from the stepped-rate test data. The constant-rate test was conducted to
evaluate long-term well performance, and local hydrogeologic conditions during sustained
pumping.

For testing purposes, Layne installed the pump and all necessary appurtenances. Layne
installed a 100 horsepower, submersible, variable speed ESP T J2000 pump in the well to a
depth of approximately 378 feet bgs. During the tests , ground water was lifted from the pump
through a four-inch column pipe. Once at ground surface the discharge was transmitted through
a four-inch manifold equipped with a Rossum sand tester, several pressure gauges , a sample
collection port, a Danfoss magnetic flowmeter, and a gate valve. Discharge rates were
monitored with both the in-line Danfoss flowmeter that was located upstream from the gate
valve, and with a Parshall flume. The flowmeter was used to record both total pumpage and
instantaneous flows, Below the gate valve, a flexible discharge line was used to convey the
discharge to ground surface. During the stepped and constant-rate tests, water level changes in
Lone Tree No. 1 were monitored manually with a water level tape, and electronically with a In-
Situ Hermit 3000 data logger and, a PXD 461 pressure transducer. The water level tape was
used to measure water levels inside the well casing through a one-inch , open-ended sounding
tube that extended from about 2.75 feet above ground to a depth of roughly 375 feet.

Water quality samples were collected at discrete intervals during the stepped and constant rate
aquifer tests to evaluate any water quality changes with time, Field water quality samples were
collected from a sample access port at the wellhead. A final Wyoming Water Development
Commission water sample suite was collected from the wellhead of Lone Tree NO. 1 and

submitted 10 Energy Laboratories of Casper, Wyoming, for analysis. Analytical results are
summarized in the section 3,4 of this report,

To prepare an initial impact assessment of the test pumping on nearby wells and springs, LA
Layne, and States West personnel regularly collected water level and spring discharge data
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from a variety of water sources on or adjacent to the ranch. These monitoring points included
Granite Springs, Lone Tree Creek, the Kennedy Well , and the Duck Creek NO. 1 well. As noted
during the reconnaissance portion of this project, Granite Springs was considered the most
vulnerable to well interference. Results of the monitoring are discussed further under section 3.
of this report.

Stepped Rate Test
To evaluate the yield of Lone Tree No. , a stepped-rate test of the well was completed on
March 1, 2006. The well was pumped at successively higher rates of 99, 200, 300, 400, 500
600, and 663 gpm. The highest discharge rate corresponded to the maximum rate the pump
would produce under these conditions. Discharge rates during each step were held constant.
Lone Tree No. 1 was pumped at each rate for approximately 60 minutes. Each step immediately
followed the previous step so that there was no recovery of the water level between steps. At
the end of the final step, the pump was disengaged and the water level was allowed to recover.
Prior to the start of the test, the static water level was measured to be 108.30 feet bgs on March
, 2006. The corresponding water level elevation in the Casper Aquifer at this point is

approximately 6 996.7 feet above mean sea level.

LA collected water level and discharge data during the test to determine aquifer properties and
evaluate sustainable well yields. Water levels for each step were measured from the top of the
one inch diameter sounding tube, and recorded on a logarithmic time schedule. This method
allowed for more measurements to be recorded during the early part of each test when the
water level was changing rapidly. Drawdown , LlS, in the well was plotted versus time for each
step, and specifc capacities , Sc, at the end of each step were calculated to evaluate the
potential sustainable yield of the well. Results of the stepped rate tests are summarized
numerically in Table 1, Time drawdown data for the test are presented graphically on Figure 5
and a specific capacity curve of stepped rate test data is presented on Figure 6.

Table 1, Lone Tree No. 1 Stepped-rate Summary, March 2006

Flowmete Flume Depth to Drawdown
Electrical Temperature

Discharge Discharge Water Conductity
(ft) (gpm/ft

(apm) lapm1 1m! luS/cm1

103 110. 1.2 58, 270 10.

200 200 111. 54. 271 10,

300 299 113, 54, 264 10.

400 412 116, 51. 266

500 491 119. 10. 46. 795 270

..--

600 574 122.43 14. 42. 267

663 611 124, 16, 40, 268

Notes: 1 Depth to water recorded at end of step, (at 60 minutes elapsed time).

Review of the data collected during the stepped-rate test revealed the well would yield more
than the 663 gpm produced by the test pump, but also indicated that those higher yields may
not be sustainable. Of the approximately 281 foot water column above the test pump, only 16.
feet of the column were removed during the step test. This result is not surprising when
considering the fact. the well yielded approximately 780 gpm continuously for approximately
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Figure 5
Cheyenne Board of Public Utilities

Stepped Rate Aquifer Test

Lone Tree NO. 1 Well

March 1 , 2006
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Cheyenne Board of Public Utilities
Lone Tree No, 1 Well
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three days during driling. Assuming similar discharge drawdown relationships exist with higher
discharge rates , it could be anticipated that as much as 1 000 gpm could be withdrawn from this
well with only 27 feet of drawdown after an hour of pumping. While the casing size of this well
obviously limited the size and capacity of the pump that could be used during this test, there are
indications that the sustainable yield of the well may have been exceeded during the stepped
rate test and that this pump was suffcient to stress the aquifer. Review of the specific capacity
curve shown on Figure 6 reveals a significant change in the slope of the curve beyond 400 gpm,
The implication of this change is that the sustainable yield of the well may have been exceeded
at that point, despite the fact that more than 94% of the water column remained above the pump
intake, As shown on Figure 7 , water levels in the Lone Tree NO. 1 well recovered to the static
level within a couple hours, Analysis of these data also indicated the stepped rate test was likely
impacted by aquifer recharge within the seven hour pumping period,

Analysis of the time drawdown data for both the pumping and recovery portions of the stepped
rate test of Lone Tree No, 1 shown on Figures 5 and 7 indicates the transmissivity of the Casper
Aquifer at this location is typical of that encountered in fractured sandstone or cavernous
limestone aquifers, Cooper-Jacob and Theis analysis of the pumping time drawdown data using
test methods from Driscoll (1986) and Aqtesolv for Windows indicates the transmissivity and
hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer ranges from 38 000 to 258,000 gallons per day per foot

pd/ft) and 39.7 to 269.8 gallons per day per square foot (gpd/ft ). The hydraulic conductivity
estimates were based on an aquifer thickness of 956 feet. Review of the discharge and
drawdown measurements reveal the specific capacity of this well ranges from 40.8 to 58.
gprnft after 60 minutes of production at each step. Analysis of the recovery data utilizing Theis
method and Aqtesolv for Windows revealed a transmissivity and a hydraulic conductivity of
45,000 gpdlft and 47. gpd/if, respectively. Comparison of these data with the best wells
completed in the Casper Aquifer near Laramie indicate.s this well is completed in a similar, but
less transmissive portion of the Casper Aquifer. Valid estimates of the storage coeffcient could
not be determined from either data set due to the absence of an observation well, but
hydrogeologic conditions clearly indicate ground water in the Casper Aquifer is confined, The
relative similarity between water quality data collected during the different steps indicates the
well was suffciently developed prior to the start of the stepped rate test.

While this well yielded a significant volume of fine grained sand during development, Lone Tree
No, 1 yielded significantly less sand during the stepped rate test. Total sand production for the
duration of the test was only 3.4 millliters during 420 minutes of pumping, or 4.27 ppm. It should
be noted however, that during the last two steps of 600 and 663 gpm, the rate of sand
production increased from 6.2 to, 7.9 ppm, respectively. The typical sand production limit for
municipal purposes is 5 ppm.

Constant Rate Test
To assess the sustainabilty of prolonged pumpage from Lone Tree No. , LA conducted a 48
hour constant-rate test of the well. Based on analysis of stepped-rate test data and to determine
whether the aquifer could be significantly stressed, a target discharge rate of 600 gpm was
selected for the test. The constant-rate test was started at 09:00 on March 2, and terminated at
09:00 on March 4 , 2006, after 48 hours of continuous pumping, Prior to starting the constant-
rate test, LA allowed the well to recver from the stepped-rate test, and subsequently collected
recovery data using the Hermit data logger. The static water level prior to the test was
measured to be 108.45 feet bgs on March 2, 2006. During the test, no adjustments were
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Figure 7
Cheyenne Board of Public Utilities

Stepped Rate Aquifer Test , Recovery Data
Lone Tree No, 1 Well

March 1 , 2006
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required to hold the discharge rate constant. A summary of the constant rate test is presented in
Table 2. Constant rate test and recovery data are graphically summarized on Figures 8 and 9.

Table 2, Lone Tree No. 1 Constant Rate Test Summary, March 2006

Time Discharge Depth to Drawdown
Electrcal

ConductMty
(min) (gpm) Water (ft) (ft) i (gpm/ft) ! (uS/cm1

599. 118. 10, 59.

599, 119. 11.45 52.

105 600 122. 13. 43. 266

540 600 123. 14. 268

020 600 123, 15. 98 265

1,440 601 124, 16. 37.4 267

860 599 124. 16, 36, 266

880 600 125. 17. 35. 16 274

Notes: -- Indicates no Information available for these points In time.

Analysis of the time drawdown graphs, presented on Figure 8 , indicates dynamic equilbrium
conditions were not attained during the test, and that pumping for 48 hours may have
encountered an impermeable boundary condition. As shown on Figure 8 , drawdown in the well
increased throughout the test, but the rate of increase diminished between 30 and 850 minutes
into the test until the rate of increase accelerated between 850 minutes and the end of the test.
The maximum drawdown of 17.18 feet was reached at the end of the test. This shifting in the
rate of drawdown indicates that an impermeable boundary condition was encountered before
equilbrium conditions could be attained at this rate, The impermeable boundary condition is
indicated by the dramatic increase in slope of the drawdown curve shown on Figure 8 after
about 850 minutes. The implication of this observation is that drawdown associated with
stepped rate test data wil underestimate the long term drawdown associated with each
pumping rate.

Review of the recovery data shown on Figure 9 indicates the Lone Tree No. 1 well required

almost two days to recover from the constant rate test, and could have taken longer, The shape
of the drawdown curve shown on Figure 9 is almost an inverted image of the constant rate test
curve shown on Figure 8 as would normally be expected. This similarity even extends to the
latter part of the curve beyond 800 minutes where it appears that a recharge boundary condition
was encountered. If a recharge condition had not been encountered, it is clear that water level
recovery in this well would have exceeded two days. The fact that this well would have taken
longer to recover without recharge and that it received recharge during the test indicates two
significant things about the Casper Aquifer in this area, First, this portion of the Casper Aquifer
is limited in its areal extent, and second , it is located close to a source of ground water
recharge,

Comparison of stepped and constant rate test data revealed hydrogeologic parameters for the
Casper Aquifer at this location are consistent. Cooper Jacob and Theis analysis of the pumping
time drawdown data using test methods from Driscoll (1986) and Aqtesolv for Windows
indicates the transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer ranges from 59,000 to
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Figure 8
Cheyenne Board of Public Utilities

Constant Rate Aquifer Test
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March 2- , 2006
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Figure 9
Cheyenne Board of Public Utilities

Constant Rate Aquifer Test , Recovery Data

Lone Tree NO. 1 Well

March 4- 2006
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105,000 gpdlft, and 61.7 to 109.8 gpd/ft . As shown on Figure 10 , analysis of the recovery data
utilizing Theis' method and Aqtesolv for Windows revealed a transmissivity and a hydraulic
conductivity of 81,000 gpdlft and 84. gpd/tr, respectively. As discussed previously,
transmissivity values of 38 000 to 258 000 gpdlft were calculated from stepped rate test data.

Although this well yielded a significant volume of fine grained sand during development and
stepped rate testing, Lone Tree NO. 1 yielded virtually no sand during the constant rate test.
Total sand production for the duration of the 420 minutes of stepped rate testing was only 4.27
ppm , but it was observed to 6.2 to 7.9 ppm at rates of 600 and 663 gpm. In contrast, the rate of
sand production during the constant rate test was 2 mililters over 2,880 minutes or 0,37 ppm,
While this rate of sand production suggests additional measures to reduce or eliminate sand
production may not be necessary, it also indicates that the well must be suffciently developed
before placing the well into production.

Water Level Monitoring
During the constant-rate test, LA and States West also monitored water levels, stream flows,
and flows from several nearby wells and springs in the area, The monitored points included
Granite Springs, Lone Tree Creek, Kennedy No. , and Duck Creek No. , as shown in Table 3
and on Figure 11, While both Granite Springs and Duck Creek NO. 1 obtain their water from the
Casper Aquifer, Kennedy NO. 1 is completed in the White River Formation and Lone Tree Creek
is a surface water source. Lone Tree Creek was gauged at a point located approximately 550
feet upstream from the Lone Tree Creek sink. Hydrologic data obtained from these sources
during the testing of the Lone Tree NO. 1 well is summarized on Figures 12 13, and 14.

Table 3, Lone Tree NO. 1 Monitored Wells, Streams, and Springs

Well or Spring
Depth to ; Water Level

Permit No. Loction Sttic Watr Elevation
Disharge Water Sourc

Name
IfW 1ft)

(gpm)l

P18405D
Granite Springs

T13N, R69W, 970 448 Caspe Formaton
Sec. 8 P31031D

-----

..,...."u,...-u"......

P77W
Kenned No.

T13N, R69W, +11. 066+
P4912P Sec. 16 

White River Formation

P6577D
Lone Tree Creek

T13N, R69W, 140
448 Surface Water

Se. 17 ; (baeflow)P6578D

P168918W Duck Creek NO.
T13N, R69W, 340. 859 Casper Formation

Sec. 31 

Notes: 1 - Indicates information is not applicable.

Generally, test pumping of the Lone Tree No. 1 well did not impact water levels or stream flows
on Belvoir Ranch. As shown on Figure 12 , water levels in the White River Formation as
measured at the Kennedy Well did not appear to be affected. This well generally discharged
between 20 30 gpm during the test and wellhead pressures that were recorded after five
minutes of the well's being shut in generally revealed no drawdown, Water level data collected
on the Casper Aquifer at the Duck Creek No. 1 well also did not appear to have been impacted.
While water levels in this well declined about 0.4 feet, this minor change could be due to diurnal
fluctuations or barometric pressure changes, and is therefore not attributed to pumping from
Lone Tree NO. 1. Lone Tree Creek was also unaffected by the pumping, as shown on
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Figure 13. It is also clear from Figure 13 that the flow of Lone Tree Creek, which had been
steadily declining between December 2005 and the middle of February 2006, began to increase
around the time of the aquifer testing of Lone Tree NO.

In contrast, Granite Springs experienced fluctuating flows during and after the pumping of Lone
Tree No. 1 As shown on Figure 14 , daily flow monitoring commenced at 17:30 on the same day
as the stepped rate test and continued through the end of March. No background data were
collected before the testing of Lone Tree Creek No. 1 The flow of the spring diminished at least

1 cfs between March 1 and March 4 possibly in response to the test pumping, Between March
4 and March 8, the flow of the spring generally recovered. On and after March 9, flow from the
spring increased to 1.4 to 1.6 cfs. Most of this increase in flow can be attributed to precipitation
and runoff events on March 9, 14, 20, and 23, 2006. Given the similarity in the trends of the
hydrographs of Lone Tree Creek (Figure 13) and Granite Springs around the time of the aquifer
testing and their responsiveness to local precipitation events, it is possible that the variations in
spring flow could be due to changing flow conditions in Lone Tree Creek.

Water Quality of Lone Tree No.
During the constant-rate test on March 3rd , LA collected a water sample from Lone Tree No.
to evaluate its water quality and compare it with other water sources in the area. Energy
Laboratories of Casper, Wyoming, performed the analyses on the collected sample. States
West also collected several water samples in the area, and submitted some for low level tritium
analysis to the University of Miami Tritium Laboratory. Field water quality measurements
including pH , electrical conductivity, and temperature were also collected during all stepped and
constant-rate testing. Results for select constituents detected during these analyses are
summarized in Table 4 for comparison with water quality results from other nearby water
sources, Review of the data presented in Table 4 indicates ground water from Lone Tree No, 
generally meets EPA Primary Drinking Water Standards for the analyzed compounds. Complete
analytical results for the collected sample are presented in Appendix 

Comparison of these data with those from other water sources in the area revealed a distinct
difference in water quality between the Precambrian, Casper, and Tertiary Aquifers, but little
difference between Lone Tree Creek surface water and the Casper aquifer, as shown on Figure
15. Ground water derived from the Paleozoic Aquifer at the Sutherland Well exhibits markedly
higher concentrations of calcium, chloride, and sulfate. Ground water from the Tertiary Aquifer
characteristically has concentrations of sodium and potassium that are higher than the other
aquifers, Ground water from the Casper Aquifer is distinguished by its predominant calcium
bicarbonate composition. The relative similarity in the water chemistry of Lone Tree Creek, Lone
Tree No. , and Granite Springs indicates these three sources lie along the same ground water
flow path. This conclusion is also highlighted by the downstream increases in the concentrations
of calcium, chloride, sulfate , bicarbonate, and TDS as water moves from Lone Tree Creek sink
toward Granite Springs.

PUCK CREEK EXPLORATORY DRILLING INVESTIGATION
As with the Lone Tree NO. 1 well , a test well was driled and completed as Duck Creek NO. 1 to
test tH hydrogeologic characteristics and water yielding potential of the Casper Aquifer on the
southwestern portion of Belvoir Ranch. The Duck Creek Anticline site was the highest ranked of
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Table 4 , Lone Tree No. 1 Water Quality Summary and Comparison, March 2006

Analyte Sutherland Well
Lone Tree Creek Lone Tree No. Granite Spring Kennedy Well Hall Well FEW4-MW10

(At Sink)

Water Source
Precambrian Surface Water Casper Aquifer Casper Aquifer Tertiary Aquifer Tertiary Aquifer Tertiary Aquifer

Granite

Location
T13N, R69W, Tl 3N, R69W, T13N, R69W T1 3N, R69W, T1 3N, R69W, T1 3N, R69W, T1 3N, R69W,

Sec. 18 NENE Sec. 1 7 NWSW Sec. 1 7 SWNE Sec, 8 NWSE Sec. 16 NWSW Sec. 16 NWSW Sec, 16 NWSW

Sample Date 2/4/06 2/4/06 3/3/06 2/4/06 11/17/03 11/17/03 11/17/03

Water Temp 9.7

Conductivity 487 190 247 268
Calcium 73. 26. 39. 24. 49. 48.

Magnesium 10. 13.

Sodium 11. 5.7 27.7

Potassium
Chloride

Nitrate 1.6

Sulfate
Fluoride

Carbonate
Bicarbonate 126 117 128

TDS 304 110 144 150 150 170 180

Alkalini1y 180 160 150

Tritium 14. 13. 13.

Source States West States West LNStates West States West S. ACE, 2004 S. ACE, 2004 S. ACE, 2004

Notes: Results listed in mg/I unless noted otherwise,
- Indicates not applicable or no analytical data available.

Symbol indicates anaiyte concentration was below laboratory method detection limit shown.
1 Temperature in degrees centigrade.
2 pH reported in standard units.
3 Conductivi1y reported in uS/cm.
4 Reported in terms of TU.
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the initial five prospects that LA had identified in March 2005. Although not considered the best
structural target, this site was highly ranked due to its perceived depth to water, ground water
yield potential, shallow drillng depths, and low interference potential with existing water rights.

Following the completion of the Lone Tree NO. 1 well, Layne mobilzed to the Duck Creek dril
site and commenced drillng on February 12 , 2006, During drillng, LA provided construction
oversight services, designed the new well, and oversaw well construction. The well was driled
at the location shown on Figure 1. The following sections detail the initial assessment, driling
conditions, lithologies encountered , and the construction of the well.

Duck Creek Initial Assessment (March 25, 2005)
Prospect Location: NWSW Section T13N, R69W; Laramie County, WY

Reference Map: Granite Quadrangle, WY (7. 5-minute) 1:24 000 scale

SEO Permit No. UW 168918

Target Formation:

Formation Thickness:

Geologic Structure

Estimated Depth to Water:

Casper Formation

050 feet 

(g 

dip

Duck Creek Anticline

100 feet

Estimated Well Elevation:

Projected Well Depth:

Projected Pumping Rate:

Pump Setting Depth:

, 195 feet

300 feet

500 gpm (estimated well yield)

500 feet

Water Right Interference: Low

Anticipated Water Quality: -250 mg/L TDS based on L- #1 Well water qualiy data

Based on geologic reconnaissance mapping of Casper outcrops along Duck Creek, the Casper
Formation in this area has been slightly folded into an anticline/syncline pair that offers an
attractive drillng alternative to target the Casper Aquifer, (as shown on Figure 1). Previous well
driling in Section 36 for the Lien Quarry revealed the Casper is saturated, and yielded 8 gpm of
280 mg/l TDS ground water to this well. Duck Creek sinks into the Casper Formation east of this
well, and Lowry and Crist (1967) documented that 0.22 cfs recharged the Casper Aquifer. LA
believes that the entire Casper Formation section in this area may be saturated due to the
presence of several springs located in Sections 1 and 31, or south and east , respectively, of
Duck Creek. The water quality of the spring in Section 31 compares very favorably with that of
Duck Creek, suggesting that there may be a hydrologic connection, A cross section that was
completed in the general vicinit ofthe Duck Creek site is shown on Figure 16.
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The following highlights the advantages and disadvantages of drillng at this site:

Disadvanta es

None

to be excellent.

Drillng Conditions and Well Completion
Layne constructed the Duck Creek NO. 1 well between February 12 and 23, 2006, in general
accrdance with the well drillng specifications. Based on drillng conditions, LA designed the
Duck Creek No, 1 to maximize production from the saturated portions of the Casper Aquifer.
The exploration borehole for Duck Creek NO. 1 was driled in three phases utilzing a direct
circulation rotary dril rig with air-based drillng fluids. A completion diagram for the well is shown
on Figure 17. To provide a surface seal , Layne drilled a 17.5 inch diameter borehole to a depth
of approximately 30 feet and grouted a 14 inch diameter, 30-foot surface casing in place. After
changing their downhole drillng assembly for phase two, Layne driled a 12,25 inch diameter
borehole for the production casing to a total depth of 207 feet with a tricone mil tooth bit. After

setting 207 feet of 8 5/8 inch diameter casing with centralizers in this borehole, Layne cemented
the casing in place with neat cement. In phase three, Layne driled a 7 7/8-inch diameter
borehole with a tricone carbide chisel bit to a depth of 1 , 130 feet.

The drillng and completion of the Duck Creek NO. 1 was accelerated due to the use of air
driling fluids and the general absence of lost circulation conditions. However, Layne began
having troubles cleaning the borehole below a depth of 1 067 feet. Due to the diffculties in
cleaning the borehole, Layne typically encountered about 30 feet of fill in the bottom of the
borehole after adding each pipe joint below this depth. Layne began adding foam to the drillng
fluid and enlarged the nozzles in the bit to provide greater airfow and pressure at the bottom of
the borehole. Although Layne was able to dril about 60 more feet, those efforts to improve the
cleaning of the borehole were generally unsuccessful. After Layne had reached a depth of 1 130
feet, LA directed Layne to terminate drillng and geophysically log the borehole.

Penetration rates for the exploration borehole were generally consistent, but increased near the
bottom of the borehole. Between 31 and 943 feet bgs , rates ranged from 8,7 to 23.6 feet per
hour while drillng both the 7 7/8,;and 12.25 inch diameter boreholes. In contrast, penetration
rates from 943 to 1 130 feet ranged from 15,5 to 30,4 feet per hour. This increase in the
penetration rate correlated to a zone of greater borehole instabilty within the Casper Formation
that was likely due to less cementation or cqnsolidation of the unit.

Geologic and Hydrogeologic Logging
An LA hydrogeologist monitored drillng operations and logged dril cuttings obtained from the
borehole. Layne personnel collected discrete samples of the dril cuttings at regular intervals as
dril rates permitted. Samples were generally collected at ten-foot intervals from the surface to
the total depth of the exploration borehole, Representative cuttings from these intervals were
obtained at the end of the blowie line or sample collection box near the wellhead. As necessary,
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the sample collection box was cleaned afterwards to maintain sample integrity. These samples
were placed into chip trays and logged in the field. Drill cuttings were generally described
according to lithology and stratigraphic location. The cuttings were also described with respect
to their potential hydrogeologic properties. In addition to a thin veneer of Quaternary Alluvial
deposits associated with Duck Creek, dril cuttings indicated the exploration borehole penetrated
a sequence of interbedded siltstone and mudstone sequence of the White River Formation, and
an interbedded sequence of sandstone and limestone belonging to the Casper Formation, The
lithologic log for the borehole is summarized on Figure 17,

The Casper Formation in Duck Creek No, 1 consists of interbedded sandstone, limestone, and
siltstone, and extends from a depth of 50 to at least 1 130 feet. Typically confined by the
overlying White River Formation, the Casper Formation in this well was encountered under
unconfined conditions. The sandstone members of this formation accounted for about 67% of
the unit, and generally consisted of calcite cemented, very fine to medium grained quart sand,
Based on measured sections of the Casper Formation in Sections 11 , 12 and 25, T12N, R70W,
McGookey (1952) and LA estimated that the sandstone accunted for approximately 71% and
41 % of the Casper Formation in outcrops in the vicinity of the Spottlewoo Creek Anticline and
Goose Creek water gap, respectively, While some calcite chips were encountered in fractures in
this well , the number of fracture zones and quantity of calcite appeared to be far less than were
encountered in the Lone Tree NO. 1 well. Accounting for about 23% of the unit, limestone within
the Casper Formation ranges from sandy to dolomitic to micritic in texture, and exhibits vugs
and calcite filled veins. Some chips also were covered with manganese dendrites. Lastly,
siltstone within the Casper Formation accounted for about 10% of the unit's thickness. The color
of the siltstone and shale interbeds ranged from white to greenish grey. The greenish grey shale
interbeds were typically less than several feet thick, and were found between 120-130, 305-350,
530-570 660-760, and 1 120- 130 feet bgs.

During drillng, LA observed the Casper Aquifer discharged very little water, and that the amount
of water only slightly increased with depth. In fact, no ground water was even encountered in
the borehole until Layne made a connection at 233 feet bgs from which Layne blew some water.
LA visually estimated the discharge from the well at that point to be less than 5 gpm, Visual
estimates of 30-40 gpm were made when drillng at a depth of 900 feet bgs, but flume
measurements recorded a discharge of only 8 gpm. The conductivity, pH , and temperature of
this ground water ranged from 306 to 353 jJSlcm , 8, 11 to 8. , and 8.3 to 10. C, respectively.

LA also collected several depth to water measurements after the 8 5/8 inch diameter casing had
been set, and discovered water levels that ranged from 615 to 662 feet bgs during drillng. 
depth to water of 348.5 feet bgs was recorded on February 23 , 2006, after the total depth was
reached and Layne had finished tripping the dril pipe from the well. Based on a water level
measurement of 340 feet bgs made on March 2, 2006, during the constant rate testing of Lone
Tree No. , the water level elevation in Duck Creek NO. 1 was 6,859 feet above sea level.

Geophysical Logging
The lower borehole of the Duck Creek NO. 1 well was geophysically logged. Geophysical
logging of the upper 207 feet of the borehole was scrapped because the borehole was dry.
Phoenix Surveys, Inc. completed the log after the borehole had been advanced to a depth 
approximately 1 130 feet bgs, The downhole geophysical survey was completed on February
23, 2006. The geophysical suite consisted of caliper, natural gamma, density porosity, neutron
porosity, spontaneous potential, and resistivity logs. At the time of the logging effort, the
borehole was filled with fresh water The depth to water was measured to be approximately 348
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feet bgs. The survey could only be completed to a depth of approximately 1 011 feet bgs due to
collapse of the lower 120 feet of the borehole. Geophysical logs of the borehole from 207 to

011 feet are summarized oil Figure 17

The geophysical logs for Duck Creek NO. 1 indicated this well was completed within a relatively
less productive, unstable, and finer grained portion of the Casper Formation. The caliper log
revealed the borehole had some significantly unstable zones, as washouts of up to 14 inches
and 12 inches were recorded at depths of 440 and 570 feet, respectively. The resistivity and
spontaneous potential logs detected the lithologic contacts within the Casper Formation, and
also identified the top of the water table at a depth of approximately 348 feet bgs, In particular
these logs could be used to identify changes between sandstone, limestone, and siltstone and
generally correlated well with the lithologic log. The neutron porosity and density porosity logs
seem to indicate that the most permeable portions of the Casper Formation in this well are
either associated with the upper 350-450 and 530-600 foot intervals. While there are some
peaks associated with lower intervals in the borehole, the upper zones were also associated
with some calcite cuttings. Review of the natural gamma log indicated the highest radiation
peaks were typically associated with the interbedded siltstone and shales of the Casper
Formation.

Well Development
Upon completion of the geophysical logging suite on February 23, 2006, Layne re-entered the
borehole with open ended dril pipe to develop the well and to collect a water sample. Layne
developed the well using a single pipe, continuous airlifting and surging technique in
combination with the air compressors they had used during driling, Approximately 1.5 hours
were spent developing the well with the open ended tubing set at a depth of approximately 997
feet bgs. During development, ground water was discharged into an excavated pit.

Concentrations of total sediment discharge from the well ranged from 0,7 to 0,8 ppm. Ground
water discharged from the well appeared to be red in color. The discharge rate was measured
via flume to be 24 gpm. The conductivity, temperature, and pH of this water ranged from 192 to
441 S/cm 77 to 9. C, and 8.25- 35. LA and States West collected water samples of the
discharge. Development efforts were terminated when it was determined that no further aquifer
testing of the well was warranted based of the limited volume of ground water available from the
Casper Aquifer at this location.

Water Quality of Duck Creek No.
During the development of the well on February 23, LA and States West collected water
samples from Duck Creek No. 1 to evaluate its water quality and compare it with other wells in
the area, The initial discharge water also carried a significant amount of foaming agents that
Layne had used in their attempts to clean the borehole. The water samples were collected after
foam levels had significantly diminished. Energy Laboratories of Casper, Wyoming, performed
the analyses on the collected sample, States West collected a water sample from the well and
submitted it to the University of Miami Tritium Laboratory for low level tritium analysis. Because
aquifer tests were not conducted on this well, a full Wyoming Water Development Commission
analytical suite was not performed on this samp1e, Instead, a much more limited analytical suite
consisting primarily of major ions and metals was run for comparison purposes with other local
water sources, Results for select constituents detected during these analyses are summarized
in Table 5 and on Figure 18 for comparison with water quality results from other nearby wells,
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including Lone Tree NO. 1, Complete analytical results for the collected sample are presented in
Appendix B.

Table 5, Duck Creek No. 1 Water Quality Summary and Comparison, February 2006

Duck Cree

Analy Lone Tree Goe Creek L-F #1 Well Duck Creek Duck Creek Spring
NO. (Before Sink) (W. of Quarr) (Before Sink) NO. (E. of Casper

Outcrop)

Water Source Cosper Aquifer Surface Water Cosper Aquifer Surface Water Cosper Aquifer Tertiary Aquifer

Location
Tl3N, R69W Tl3N, R70W, Tl3N, R70W, Tl 3N. R70W. Tl3N, R69W Tl3N, R69W,

Sec. 1 7 SWNE Sec. 25 NESE See, 36 NWSW Sec. 36 NWSW Sec. 31 NWSW Sec. 31 SWSE

Sample Dote 3/3/06 2117-24/05 1938 2117-24/05 2/23/06 2/18/05

Water Temp 10,

Conductivtt 247 . 145 405 191

Calcium 37. 49. 55.4

Magnesium 15.

Sodium 14, 50,

Potassium

Chloride

Nitrate

Sulfate 19, 19,

Fluoride

CarbOnate
Bicarbonate 117 200

TDS 144 280 252

Alkalinity 170

Uranium -00.001 0428

Tritium 13,

Source LAStates West
LACheyenne Richter and LACheyenne LAStates West

BOPU Files Huntoon (1982) BOPU Flies

Notes: Results listed in mgl1 unless noted otherwise.
-- Indicates not applicable or no analytical data available,
-0 Sybol Indicates anatye concentration was below labOrator method detection limit shown.

1 Temperature in degrees centigrade.
2 pH reported In standard units.
3 Conductivity reported In US/em,

Repoed In terms of TU.

Review of the data presented in Table 5 and in Appendix B indicates ground water from Duck
Creek No, 1 meets most EPA Primary Drinking Water Standards for the analyzed compounds,
but also indicates that the Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for Uranium was exceeded. In
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addition , several secondary standards were not met. Uranium was detected at a concentration
of 0.0428 mglL , or almost 0.013 mglL above the MCL of 0. 030 mg/L. This concentration is
particularly surprising when compared with the results from other locl water sources, Uranium
concentrations at Lone Tree NO. 1 and Granite Springs were measured to be .cO,001 and
00022 mglL, respectively Likewise, concentrations on Lone Tree Creek about three miles

west of Harriman Road were detected at 0.00026 mglL (Smith , 2001). The concentrations of
aluminum, iron, manganese, and pH also exceeded EPA's secondary standards for these
constituents. Aluminum concentrations were 0, mg/L above the secondary standard, while iron
and manganese exceeded EPA's standards by 0. 15 and 0.07 mglL, respectively, The pH ofthe
water was slightly above its secondary standard by 0, 1 pH units. Based on conversations with
Energy Laboratory personnel , it appears the relatively high concentrations of aluminum, iron
and manganese are due to the fact that the water sample also contained a fair amount of
sediment from the borehole. When nitric acid was added to the sample to obtain the total metals
concentrations, the reaction of the acid with the sediment entrained significantly higher
concentrations of metals than this water would otherwise be able to hold in solution, It is less
certain that the uranium concentration was similarly affected by the acidization of the sample.

As shown on Figure 18, the qualit of ground water obtained .from Duck Creek No. 1 is different
from that obtained from other local water sources, Ground water from the Casper Aquifer at this
location has notably higher concentrations of calcium , sodium, magnesium, sulfate , and tritium
when compared with the Lone Tree No. 1 well. While part of this may be due to how the sample
was collected, it seems that the water quality of this well is generally in line with other local water
sources such as Duck Creek and the L-F #1 Well. The relatively lower tritium concentration
obtained in this well suggests this well lies within a diferent regime of the Casper Aquifer It
should also be noted that the quality of this water is also different from Duck Creek Spring
based on differences in electrical conductivity. This spring discharges from the Tertiary Aquifer
within a half mile east ofthe Duck Creek No. 1 well.

KENNEDY EXPLORATORY DRILLING INVESTIGATION
Due to the fact that suffcient budget money remained following the driling of both the Lone
Tree No. 1 and Duck Creek NO. 1 wells, LA and States West proceeded with the drillng of an
exploratory borehole and monitoring well near the Kennedy Well. The purpose of drillng this
monitoring well was to assess the source of the artesian ground water flow from the Kennedy
No. 1 well. Based on LA's preliminary work, it appeared ground water from this well may have
been derived from the Muddy/Newcastle Sandstone,

Based on Permit No, U.W. 77 which is on file with the Wyoming State Engineer s Offce, the
Kennedy NO. 1 well was originally driled to a depth of 315 feet in 1959 as Well No. , Site "
for the Atlas Missile facilty, and was reportedly completed in a sandstone at the base of the
Brule Formation. The Kennedy No. 1 well originally yielded an average discharge of 125 gpm,
and was tested for 72 hours in June 1959. While uncertain, LA believes this well was perforated
or open to the formation between 224 and 315 feet bgs based on notes found on the Statement
of Completion for Permit No. U.W. 77 Subsequent enlargement permits, U,W, 4912 filed in
1970 and 101774 filed in 1996 , however, provide conflicting reports on the artesian flow from
the well. The 1970 report indicated the well flowed at a rate of 15 gpm, while the 1996 report
indicated a flow rate of 325 gpm,
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Layne was retained to dril the test hole. During drillng of the well, LA provided lithologic logging
services and designed the monitoring well. The well was driled at the location shown on Figures
1 and 4. The following sections detail drillng conditions, lithologies encountered, and the
construction of the well.

Drillng Conditions and Well Completion
Layne driled and constructed the test well, Kennedy Well No, 2, between March 9 and 18
2006, in general accordance with the well drillng specifications. LA designed the well , shown on
Figure 19 , to mimic the perceived completion of the Kennedy NO. 1 well. Due to surface casing
installation problems, Layne actually driled test holes at two locations close to the Kennedy No.
1 well, At the first loction , Layne utilzed direct air rotary techniques to dril the test hole. While
they successfully set the surface casing in this hole to a depth of 28 feet, the borehole had to be
abandoned after they had driled to a depth of 59 feet due to the fact the surface casing slipped
out of alignment when it dropped a couple inches downhole. Numerous surface cracks had also
developed under the rig floor that prompted Layne to tower down and move off the site. Layne,
LA, and States West personnel reviewed the situation on site, and identified an altemate driling
location to the west. Layne moved its equipment to that site and began driling on March 16,
2006.

The exploration borehole for the Kennedy Well No. 2 was driled in two phases utilzing direct
circulation rotary driling techniques with water-based bentonite driling fluids. A completion
diagram for the well is shown on Figure 19. To provide a surface seal , Layne installed and
grouted an 8 5/8 inch diameter casing to a depth of approximately 31 feet. After changing their
downhole driling assembly for phase two , Layne driled a 7 7/8 inch diameter borehole for the
well casing to a total depth of 985 feet with a tricone mil tooth dril bit. After fillng the lower
portion of the borehole from 310-985 feet with 200 bags of bentonite holeplug, Layne completed
the well with four inch diameter, schedule 80 PVC casing to a depth of 310 feet. Factory slotted
well screen with a slot size of 1/8 inch was placed from 225 to 300 feet. The annular space
around the well was filled with pea gravel from 215 to 310 feet, and with neat cement from 0 to
215 feet, as shown on Figure 19. Measured wellhead pressure at the time of completion was 4
pounds per square inch and the well flowed at a rate of 1 gpm.

Penetration rates for the exploration borehole varied due to lithologic conditions, and fluid
viscosities indicated the borehole yielded water over a few intervals. Between 63 and 180 feet
bgs, rates ranged from 136 to 241 feet per hour, as driling proceeded through the White River
Formation. In contrast, penetration rates between 180 and 985 were generally much slower,
and ranged from 15 to 81 feet per hour. This reduction in the penetration rate, despite the same
hole size, was due to problems with Layne s mud' pump and a more limited abilty to clean the
borehole. Layne generally held the driling fluid viscosity at 45-47 seconds per quart throughout
the hole, but viscosity slipped to 32 seconds per quart somewhere between 725 and 849 feet
bgs in the Chugwater/Goose Egg formations. The fluid viscosity was back at 45 seconds per
quart at 912 feet bgs.

Geologic LQf;ging

An LA hydrogeolopist monitored driling operations and logged dril cuttings obtained from the
borehole. Layne pe\ 4nnel collected discrete samples of the dril cuttings at regular intervals as
dril rates permitted. Samples were generally collected at ten-foot intervals from the surface to
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the total depth of the exploration borehole. Representative cuttings from these intervals were
obtained at the end of the discharge line from the wellhead. These samples were place into
chip trays and logged in the field. Drill cuttings were generally described accrding to lithology
and stratigraphic loction. The cuttings were also described with respe to their potential
hydrogeologic properties. In addition to a thin veneer of Quaternary alluvial deposits, drill

cutings indicated the exploration borehole penetrated a sequence of interbedded siltstone and
sandstone beds that comprise a portion of the Cenozoic and Mesozoic sediments in the area.
The lithologic log for the borehole is summarized on Figure 19. A geologic cro seon for this
site is presented on Figure 4.

The White River, Chugwater, and Goose Egg Formtions were encountered during the drillng
of the well. The White River Formtion consists of an interbded series of siltstone and
sandstone that extends from 20 to 300 feet bgs. Drill cuttings from the lowermost 20 feet of this
zone consisted of a tan fine-grained sandstone that appeared to corrlate to the salt and pepper
sandstone noted on the Kenned No. 1 well completion report. This zone appeared to be the
source of the water obtained from the Kennedy No. 1 well. The White River Formation

unconformably overties the Chugwater Formation. This interbedded seuence of dark red
sandstone and siltstone was encountered between 300 and 810 feet. Base on diffrences in
the viscosit of the drilling fluid, it appeared that portions of the Chugwater Formation were
water bearing. Underlying the Chugwater Formation , the Goose Egg Formtion extended from
810 to the bottom of the borehole at 985 feet bgs. The Goose Egg Formation also consisted of
dark red interbdded siltstone and sandstone , but also frgments of gypsum were found in the
drill cutings throughout this interval. Despite the fact the Casper Formation likely lay within 100
feet, drilling was terminated at 985 fet bgs after consulttion with the Board of Public Utilities.

Geophysical Logging
The borehole of the Kennedy Well No. 2 was geophysically logged after the total depth of 985
feet was achieved on March 18, 2006. Phoenix Surveys , Inc. of Brighton , Colorado, completed
the log on the uncased portion of the borehole between 31 and 985 feet bgs. The geophysical
suite consisted of caliper, natural gamma, density porosity, spontneous potential , neutrn , and
resistivity logs. At the time of the logging effrt, the borehole was filled with bentonite drillng
fluids. Geophysical logs of the borehole from 31 to 985 feet are summaried on Figure 19.

The geophysical logs correlated very well with the lithologic log. The caliper log revealed the
borehole was generally without any major washouts, and indicated the widest secions of the
borehole only measured nine inches in diameter. The resistivit and spontaneous potential logs
detected lithologic and formation contats extremely well. In particular, these logs confirmed
formation tops of the Chugwater and Goose Egg formations as both had higher resistivities than
the overting units. The resistivit logs also highlighted the presence of a prominent 30 foot thick
sandstone in the Chugwater Formtion from 650-80 feet bgs. The neutron and density porosity
logs indicated the White River Formation had the highest porosities, but also identified the water
bering zone in the Chugwater Formtion at a depth of approximately 786 fet bgs. Review of
the natural gamma log indicated the highest radiation peaks were typically associated with the
Chugwater Formtion.
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HYDROGEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION OF THE TEST WELL DRILLING
PROGRAM

The Casper Formation along the western margin of the Belvoir Ranch is comprised of at least
two ground water compartments that have unique hydrogeologic properties and water qualit
characteristics. The firs compartment, Lone Tree , extends roughly from Middle Crow Crek on
the nort to Lone Tree Creek and the Lone Tree Creek Fault on the south , while the secnd
compartment, Duck Creek, extends between Lone Tre Creek on the north and the Union
Pacific Railroad line on the south. The boundaries are approximate, but they roughly corrspond
to the locations of several east-west trending faults which apper to playa much more
significant role as hydrogeologic boundaries within the Casper Formation than originally
anticipated based on the limited dat available prior to test well drilling. While poort understood
in this area , ground water compartments within the Casper Formation have been identified
elsewhere along range fronts in Wyoming near Casper Mountain (Stacy, 1994), the Freezeout
Hils (Johnson , 1994), and along the Bighorn Mountains among others.

Based on test drillng to date , the Lone Tre Compartment is the more productive of the two and
yields ground water of higher qualit frm shallower depths. Result of the test drilling and
aquifr testing of the Lone Tree NO. 1 well generally confirmed our initial assessment of this
portion of the Casper Formation in the area , as the potentiometric surfce was encountered at a
elevation of approximately 6,997 feet (7 010 feet inital estimate), well yields during drillng
reached 780 gpm (600 gpm initial estimate), and TDS concentrations were measured to be 144
mglL (250-500 mg/L initial estimate). Within the boundaries of the Belvoir Ranch propert,
however, this compartment is limited not only in its areal extent, but also by hydrogeologic
boundary conditions that affec the amount of ground water that can be obtained. The relative
similarity and progressively higher concentrations of calcium , tritium , magnesium, bicarbonate,
and TDS in water obtained frm Lone Tree Creek, Lone Tree No. , and Granite Springs

indicates these thre source lie along the same ground water flow path. The water elevations
of these three points also lie along a similar trend at 7 140 , 6 997, and 6 970 feet, respecively.
In fact, revery dat for the Lone Tree NO. 1 constnt rae test indicaed that this portion of the
Casper Aquifer is hydraulically separated frm other portions of the aquifer in the area, and
receives recharge presumably from Lone Tree Creek.

While the eastern limit of the Lone Tree Compartent is uncertin , test drillng at Lone Tree No.
1 and Kennedy Well No. 2 revealed that economic drilling depths to the Casper Formation
extend farther eastward into the basin than were anticipated base on surfce outcrop patterns
and beding atitudes. However, review of the subsurface geometry of the Casper Formation
suggests that it may be hydraulically partitioned if not separated to the east due to concealed
range front faulting. Faults of this nature were initially thought to be absent in this area based on
our previous work , but were noted by Blackstone (1996) to be present both north and south of
the area. Based on the fault paterns of the Hecla Fault, the Lone Tree Crek Fault, and the
fault that lies along the Union Pacific Railroad on the south , it appers both the Lone Tree and
Duck Creek Compartments are also Prembrian fault blocks that have ben displace
eastward along transverse fault, and posibly upward along coring thrust faults.

The Duck Crek Compartment appears to be hydraulically isolated from the nortern Lone Tree
Compartment based on difference in hydraulic head and water qualit. The water level
elevation assciated wih the Casper Aquifer in this compartment is substantially lower based
on water levels frm the two test wells. Duck Crek No. 1 had a water level elevation of 6 859
feet, which is approximately 138 feet lower than the water level elevation in Lone Tree No.
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This elevation is also in stark contrast to our initial 2005 estimate of 7, 100 feet above sea level.
Hydraulic disconnecion between these compartments is also indicated by the relatively lower
concentration of tritium and higher concentrations of uranium , calcium, magnesium, sodium
and sulfate. While higher than Lone Tree No. , these concentrations are in line with
measurements obtained from the L-F #1 Well and Duck Crek for comparable analytes, and
with our initial 2005 estimate of 250 mg/L TDS. The signifcant higher concentration of uranium
was not anticipated based on our initial work. Diffrences in the trtium concentrations of ground
water from these areas suggest that water in the Duck Creek NO. 1 compartment may have a
higher residence time (Hendry, 1988).

With regard to the Tertiary Aquifer, the drillng of the Kennedy Well NO. 2 and Lone Tree No.
indicaed that the lithologies encountered in this area are typical of the White River Formation.
This formation is composed of lower permeabilit interbedded siltstone and mudstone. Drilling
conditions on the Lone Tree NO. 1 indicated the formation is saturated in some zones and wil
produce water, but generally revealed it would yield only a few gpm to individual wells as it blew
dry during drilling. Similar litologic conditions were encountered at the Kennedy Well NO. 2 with
the notable exception of the lower 20 feet of the aquifer. This portion was compose of fine to
corse grained sandstone and interbded clayey siltstone. This zone appers to be the source
of the artesian ftow and pressure in this and in the Kenned Well.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results of the test drillng completed to date, the Casper Aquifer on Belvoir Ranch
has significant development potential based on well yields and water qualit, but that potential is
only partially defined at this time. Lone Tree NO. 1 indicaed that significant ground water
volumes could be obtained from the Casper Aquifer within the propert boundary of Belvoir
Ranch. The observed hydroeologic boundary conditions indicated that the areal extent of this
compartnt is limited and that the volume of ground water in storage within this compartment
is contingent upon inflows frm Lone Tree Creek. In the case of the Duck Crek Compartent,
limited ground water yield and increased depths to water present signifcant obstacles to future
development of ground water frm this compartent.

If the Board of Public Utilities decides to pursue the development of ground water from the
Casper Aquifer on Belvoir Ranch , LA remmends a more thorough analysis of the geologic
and hydrogeologic frmework be completed using additional hydrogeologic tools. As
documented in this report, the drillng that has been completed to date has significantly
increased our knowledge and understanding of the area, but it totally changed our conceptual
hydrogeologic understanding of the area. Two of the primary reasons that our conceptual
understandings were inexact were due to the Tertiary strata that overlies the top of the Casper
Formation, and the lack of previous drillng information in the are. Becuse this Tertary cover
obscures formation contacts , it was difcult to definitively estimate depths to the top of the
Casper Formation.

The best way to develop a more thorough conceptual hydroeologic model for the area at this
point is to evaluate existing two- and possibly threeimensional seismic data. Drillng of the
Lone Tree No. 1 and Kennedy Well NO. 2 revealed that the Casper Formtion lies at shallower
than anticipated depths to the east, but provided insuffcient information to define the lateral
boundaries of the Lone Tree Compartment. These boundaries nee to be identified in order to
understand how much ground water may be in storage in this area , to further asses the link
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between Lone Tree Creek, Lone Tre No. , and Granite Springs , and to design and optimize
the locations of future production wells in the area. Due to the roughly 200 feet of Tertiary cover
in this area, this information is particulart critical in identifying loctions where depths to water
can be minimized. The seismic data would help define the boundaries of this compartment and
would also help us undersnd more about the Duck Creek compartment on the south. This
compartment stil holds several interesting prospects that may yield more ground water than the
Duck Creek site, but litle is known about the geometry of this area beyond the cross secton
that we prepared based on the data that were readily available. LA understands from a local
seismic information exchange that several existing lines of high qualit seismic dat have been
colleced along both north-south and east-west transets on the western portion of Belvoir
Ranch , and are available for purchase.

To further assess the hydrologic connection between Lone Tre Creek, Lone Tree No. , and
Granite Springs, LA also recmmends further aquifer testing of this or a larger diameter
production well combined with a more extensive and longer term monitoring program. The
constant rate aquifer test completed under this investigation lasted only 48 hours, but a 7 or 30
day test would more adequately evaluate the connecion between these points and the amount
of water that could potentially be withdran frm the Casper Aquifer in the area. Background
data collecon from Granite Springs was not conducted as part of this study. Collecing water
level , river flow, and spring flow data for at least a week prior to the constant rate test would
provide a much more adequate background for assssing pumping and surfce water
influence on Granite Springs. Monitoring points should include the Kenned No. , Kennedy
Well No. , Duck Creek No. 1, Granite Springs, the Sutherland Well , and MW- , provided
accss can be obtained. Conductng a hydrophysical investigation of the Lone Tree NO. 1 well
may assist in this assessment as well.

LA also recmmends collecing additional samples of existing water sources to complete the
existing dat set that has ben compiled to date. The discovery of a high concentration of
uranium was surprising given the data available prior to drillng. A thorough and complete
inventory of this and other trace elements should be conducted to assist in the delineation of
both the ground water compartments and areas that may be less suitble for furter exploration
based on water qualit concerns. Data that nee to be colleced are indicated by the ' ' symbol
in Tables 4 and 5 in this report and in Table 2 frm our 2005 technical memorandum.

Based on the drillng of Lone Tree NO. 1 and the Kennedy Well No. 2, it appears the
development potential of the Tertiary Aquifer on this portion of Belvoir Ranch is limited. The
White River Formation in some areas is known to contain conglomeratic and sandstone beds
that are capable of yielding significant volumes of ground water to wells, such as the Finnert
No. 2 well. No such bes were identified in the two wells drilled on this portion of the ranch.
Limited pumping and sampling of the Kennedy Well No. 2 would provide some additional
evidence regarding the viabilit of this aquifer in this area.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

anticline: A fold in rock which resembles an arch; the fold is convex upward and the oldest
rocks are in the middle.

aquifer: A body of rock that contais suffcient satuated penneable material to conduct
groundwater and to yield signcat quantities of water to wells and springs.

aquitad: A saturated geologic unt that is incapable of transmitting signcant quantities of
water under ordin hydrauc gradients.

confining layer: A saturated geologic unit that is incapable of transmitting signcant quatities
of water under ordiar hydrauc gradients.

Cretaceous: The upper system of the Mesozoic erathem coverig a span of tie beteen about
135 and 65 mion yeas ago.

dip: The maum angle that a surace such as a beddig plane maes with the horiontal
measured perpendicu to the ste of the beddig plane and in the vertica plane.

facies: The aspect, appearance, and characteristics of a rock unt, usualy reflectg the

conditions of its origi broadly correspondig to a ceai envionment or mode of origi

footwal: The rock beneath an inclied fault.

hanging wal: The rock above an inclied faut.

hydraulic conductvity: The volume of water at the existing kiematic viscosity that wi move
in a porous medum in unit tie under a unt hydraulc gradent through a unt area meaed at
right angles to the diecion of flow. In contrast to penneabilty, it is a fuction of the properties
of the liquid as well as of the porous medium. The customa unit of meaement of hydraulic
conductvity is centimeters per second (cmsec).

interbedded: Said of beds lyig beteen or alterntig with other of dierent chaacer.

Laramie Basin: A watershed basin in southeast Wyomig draied by the Medicine Bow and
Larame Rivers, bounded on the ea and nortea by the Laame Mountais, and on the west
by the Medicie Bow Mountais.

limestone: A seenta rock consisting chiefly of the mieral cacite, with or without
magnesium caronate. Common impurities include chert and clay.



lithology: The description of rocks on the basis of such chaacteristics as color, mieralogic
composition, and grai size.
outcrop: That par of a geologic fonntion or strctre which appeas at the surface of the eah.

Paleoic: An era of geologic tie fiom the end of the Precbrian to the begig of the
Mesozoic, or fiom about 570 mion to 225 mion yeas ago.

Pennsylvanian: A period of the Paleozoic Era thought to have covered the span of time
beteen 320 mion and 280 mion years ago.

permeabilty: The propert or capacity of a porous rock, sedent, or soil for trsmitting a
fluid; it is a meae of the relative ease of fluid flow under unequal pressure and is a function
only of the medum. The customa unt of meaement of permeailty is the midacy (mD).
See also hydraulc conductvity.

Permian: The las perod of the Paleozoic Era, thought to have covered the span of tie
between 280 mion and 225 mion yeas ago.

Porosity: The proportion of a volume of a materal that consists of open spacs.

Precambrian: Al geologic time, and its corresponding rocks, before the begi of the
Paleozoic.

sand: (a) A dettal rock fiagent or mieral parcle srnaler than a granule (2 mm) and larger
tha a coarse silt grai (0.062 mm). (b) A loose aggregate ofunthied mieral or rock paricles
of sand size. ( c) Sandstone.

sandstone: A clasc sedimentar rock composed of abundant rounded or anguar ITagments of

sad-size with or without a fie-graied matr (silt or clay) and more or less fiy unted by a
cementing material.

sandy: A modifg ten used to indicate the presence of sand-sized paricles in a rock or
sediment domiantly comprised of paricles larger or smaer tha sad-siz parcles.

shale: An indurated rock consistg of more than 50 percent (%) grais less than 0.062
mieters (mm) in diameter. Subcategories of shae include siltstone, mudstone, and claystone.

soil: The unconsolidated mieral or organc material on the imedate surface of the earh.

specific capacity: The rate of discharge of a water well per unt of drawdown commonly
expressed in galons per miute per foot.

syncline: A fold tht arches downward and whose core contas the youngest rocks.



Tertary: The lower system of the Cenozoic erathem, coverig a span of tie between about 65
and 1 mion yeas ago.
texture: The general physical appeaance or character of a rock, includig the geometrc aspecs
of; and the mutual relations among, its component parcles.

thrust fault: A fault with a dip of 45 degrees or less over much of its extent, on which the
hagig wal appeas to have moved upward relative to the foot wal.

transmissivity: The rate at which water of the prevai kiematic viscosity is transmitted
though a unt width of an aquier under a unt hydraulic gradent.
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ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. . 2393 Sail Creek Highway (82601) PO. Box 3258 . Casper, WY 82602
Toll Free 888.235.0515 307.235.0515 Fax 307.234. 1639 . casperi!energylab.com' wwenergylab.com
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ANALYTICAL RY 

March 28 , 2006

Lidstone and Associates

4025 Automation Way Unit E

Fort Collins, CO 80525-

WorkorderNo. : C06030195

Project Name: Belvoir Paleozoic Ground Water Grant/SWlOl

Energy Laboratories, Inc. received the followig i sample from Lidstone and Associates on 3/412006 for analysis.

Sample ID

C06030195.001

Client Sample ID

Lone Tree Creek 1

Collect Date Receive Date Matrix

Drinking Water

Test

03/03/06 14:00 03/04/06 Metals by ICP/lCPMS , Drinking Water
Acidity, Total as CaC03
Alkalinity
QA Calculations
Bacteria, Iron Related
Bacteria, Total Colifonn
Chloride
Cyanide, SDW A
Color
Conductivity
COITosivity. Calculated
Fluoride
Foaming Agents
E515. 1 Chlorinated Herbicides
Hardness
Nitrogen, Nitrte
Nitrogen, Nitrte + Nitrte
Odor

504 sample microextraction
E504 Pesticides
505 sample microextraction
E505 Pesticides
Pesticides , Carbarates SDW A
Gross Alpha, Gross Beta
Radium 226 + Radium 228
Radium 226 , Total
Radium 228 , Total
Uranium , Natural , Total
Solids , Total Dissolved
Sulfate
Semi-Volatile Organic Compounds , SDW A
Turbidity
E524.2 SDW A VOCs

There were no problems with the analyses and all data for associated QC met EP A or laboratory specifications
except where noted in the Case Narative or Report.

If you have any questions regarding these tests results , please call.

Report Approved By: ..o. FrVOG......

'"""=""-"''
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Lidstone and Associates

Project: Belvoir Paleozoic Ground Water GrantlSWIOI
Lab ID: C06030195-001

Client Sample ID: Lone Tree Creek I

Report Date: 03/28/06

Collection Date: 03/03106 i 4:00

Date Received: 03/04/06

Matrix: Drinkng Water

MCL/
Analyses Result Units Qual RL QCL Method Analysis Date / By

MICROBIOLOGICAL
Bacteria. Iron Related 2300 CFU/ml I RB-BART 03/04/0615:00 /Ias

MAJOR IONS
Acidity, Total as CaCOa mg/L A2310 B 03/07/06 08:25/ sib
Alkalinity, Total as CaC03 mg/L A2320 B 03/07/06 13:53 / sib
Carbonate as C03 mg/L A2320 B 03/07/0613:53/ sib
Bicarbonate as HC03 117 mg/L A2320 B 03/07/06 13:53/ sib
Calcium mg/L E200. 03/07/06 17:42 / cp
Chloride mg/L A4500-CI B 03/06/0615:26/ il
Fluoride mg/L A4500.F C 03/06/0615:11/ th
Magnesium mg/L E200. 03/07/06 17:42/ cp

Nitrogen , Nitrate+Nitrite as N mg/L E353. 03/08/0612:43/ ial
Nitrogen. Nitrite as N mg/L A4500-N02 B 03/04/0613:31/lh
Potassium mg/L E200. 03/08/06 17:50 / cp
Silica mg/L E200. 03/07/06 17:42 / cp
Sodium mg/L E200. 03/08/06 17:50 / cp
Sulfate mg/L A4500-S04 E 03/14/06 16:09 / th

NON-METALS
Cyanide , Total mg/L 005 E335.4 03/08/06 11 :01/ ell.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Color A2120 B 03/06/06 08:00 / jl
Conductivity 247 umhos/cm A2510 B 03/06/06 11 :20 / jdh
Corrosivity uniUess Calculation 03/08/0615:43/ dab
Hardness as CaCOa 119 mg/L A2340 B 03/10/06 12:25/ ks

Odor NOO A2150 B 03/06/0608:00/ jl
8.43 A4500-H B 03/06/06 11 :20/ jdh

Solids , Total Dissolved TDS 180 C 144 mg/L A2540 C 03/06/0612:17/th
Surfactants , MBAS mg/L A5540 C 03/06/06 08:00/ jl
Turbidity NTU A2130 B 03/04/0612:44/ th

METALS - TOTAL
Aluminum mg/L E200. 03/06/0622:09/ sml

Antimony mg/L 001 006 E200. 03/06/06 22:09/ sml

Arsenic mg/L 005 E200. 03/06/06 22:09/ sml

Barium mg/L E200. 03/06/0622:09/ sml

Beryllum mg/L 0005 004 E200. 03/06/06 22:09 /sml
Boron mg/L E200. 03/07/06 17:42/ cp

Cadmium mg/L 0005 005 E200. 03/06/06 22:09/ sml

Report RL - Analyte reporting limit. MCL - Maximum contaminant level.
Definitiom: QCL - Quality control limit. ND - Not detected at the reporting limit.
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Lidstone and Associates

Project: Belvoir Paleozoic Ground Water GrantIYSWIOI
Lab ID: C06030195-001

Client Sample ID: Lone Tree Creek 1

Report Date: 03/28/06

Collection Date: 03103/06 14:00

Date Received: 03/04/06

Matrix: Drinng Water

MCLI
Analyses Result Units Qual RL QCL Method Analysis Date 

METALS - TOTAL
Chromium mg/L E200. 03/0510622:091 sml
Copper mg/L E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml
Iron mg/L E200. 03/07/0617:421 

Lead mg/L 001 015 E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml
Manganese mg/L E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml
Mercury mg/L 0005 002 E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml
Nickel mg/L E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml
Selenium mg/L 005 E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml
Silver mg/L E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml
Thallum 00004 mg/L 00004 0.002 E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml
Zinc mg/L E200. 03/06/06 22:09 sml

RADIO NUCLIDES - TOTAL
Gross Alpha pCl/L E900. 03/07/0610:00 I 

Gross Beta pCi/L E900. 03/07/0610:00 I 

Gross Beta precision (:I) pCi/L E900. 03/07/0610:00 I 

Radium 226 pCI/L E903. 03107/06 15:00 II,s

Radium 228 pCI/L RA- 03107/06 15:00 

Radium 226 + Radium 228 pCi/L Calculation 03117/06 14:20 dab
Uranium, Natural mg/L 001 E908. 03/08/06 08:00 

DATA QUALITY
NC Balance (t 535 Calculation 03/08/06 15:43/ dab
Anions meq/L Calculation 03108/06 15:43/ dab
Cations meq/L Calculation 03108/06 15:43/ dab
Solids , Total Dissolved Calculated 150 mg/L Calculation 03/08/06 15:43/ dab
TDS Balance (0.80 - 1.20) 960 dec. % Calculation 03/08/06 15:43/ dab

VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
2- Tetrachloroethane ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:411 jl,
Trichloroelhane ug/L 200 E524. 03/09/0617:411 jl,
2- Tetrachloroethane ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
Trichloroethane ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ jlr

Dichloroethane ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:411 jl,
Dichloroethene ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:411 ii,
0ichloropropene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:411 jl,

Trichlorobenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
Trichloropropane ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:411 ii,
Trichlorobenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:411 ii,
Trimethylbenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:411 ii,

0ibromo-3-chloropropane ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:411 ii,

Report RL - Analyte reporting limit. MCL - Maximum contaminant level.
Definitions:

QCL - Quality control limit. NO - Not detected at the reporting limit.
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client:

Project:
Lab ID:

Lidstone and Associates

Belvoir Paleozoic Ground Water GrantlSWlOl
C06030195-001

Client Sample ID: Lone Tree Creek I

Report Date: 03/28/06

Collection Date: 03/03/06 14:00

Date Received: 03104106

Matrix: Drig Water

MCLI
Analyses Result Units Qual RL QCL Method Analysis Da te 

VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Dibromoethane uglL E524. 03/0910617:411 jl,
Dichlorobenzene uglL 600 E524. 03109/06 17:41 / ii,
Dichloroethane ug/L E524. 03/0910617:41I jl,
Dichloropropane uglL E524. 03/0910617:41/ ii,

Trimethylbenzene uglL E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Dichlorobenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Dichloropropane ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41 / ii,

1 ,4-Dichlorobenzene uglL E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Dichloropropane ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41 / ii,

Chlorotoluene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ jl,
4-Chlorotoluene ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Benzene ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ jl,
Bromohenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Bromochloromethane uglL E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Bromodichloromethane ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41 / ii,
Bromoform ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ jl,
Bromomethane ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Carbon tetrachloride ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41 / ii,
Chlorobenzene ug/L 100 E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
Chlorodibromomethane ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ jl,
Chloroethane ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Chloroform ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Chloromethane uglL E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ jl,
cis- Dichloroethene ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
cis- Dichloropropene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
Dibromomethane ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Dichlorodifluoromethane ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
Ethylbenzene ug/L 700 E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ jl,
HexachJorobutadiene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
Isopropylbenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
m +p-Xylenes ug/L E524. 03109/06 17:41 / jl,
Methyl tert-butyl ethe, (MTBE) ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Methylene chloride uglL E524. 03/09/0617:41/ jl,
Naphthalene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,

Butylbenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
Propylbenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
Xylene ug/L E524. 03/09/0617:41/ ii,
Isopropyltoluene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ jl,

sec.Butylbenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ jl,
Styrene ug/L 100 E524. 03/09/06 17:41 / ii,
tert-Butylbenzene ug/L E524. 03/09/06 17:41/ ii,

Report RL - Analyte reporting limit. MCL - Maximum contaminant leve1.
Definitions:

aCL - Quality control limit. ND - Not detected at the reporting limit.
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client:

Project:
Lab il:

Lidstone and Associates

BelvoirPaleozoic Ground Water GrantlYSWIOI
C06030195-001

Client Sample il: Lone Tree Creek 1

Report Date: 03/28/06

Collection Date: 03/03106 14:00

Date Received: 03/04/06

Matrix: Dring Water

Analyses QualResult Units
MCLI

RL QCL Method Analysis Date 

VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDST etrachloroethene NO ug/LToluene NO ug/L
trans- Dichloroelhene NO ug/L
trans- Dichtoropropene NO ug/LTrichloroethene NO ug/LTrichlorofluoromethane NO ug/LVinyl chloride ND uglLXylenes, Total NO ug/L
Trihalomethanes, Total NO ug/L

Surr: Dibromofluoromethane 100 %REC
Surr: p-Bromofluorobenzene 103 %RECSurr: Toluene-dB 97. %REC

- This analysis has been confirmed through the analysis of an altemate sample vial.

E524.
1000 E524.
100 E524.

E524.
E524.
E524.
E524.

10000 E524.
E524.

70-130 E524.
80-120 E524.
80-120 E524.

03109/0617:41/ ii,
03/09/06 17:41/ ii,
03/09/0617:411 ii,
03/09/06 17:411 ii,
03/09/06 17:411 ii,
03/09/0617:41/ ii,
03/09/0617:411 ii,
03/09/06 17:411 ii,
03/09/0617:41/ ilr
03/09106 17:41/ ii,
03/09/0617:411 ii,
03/09/0617:411 ii,

Report
Definitions:

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

aCl - Quality control limit.

MCL - Maximum contaminant level.

ND Not detected at the reporting limit.
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LABORATORY ANALYTICALREPORT

Client: Lidstone and Associates

Project: Belvoir Paleozoic Ground Water GrantlSW101
Lab il: C06030195-001

Client Sample il: Lone Tree Creek 1

Report Date: 03/28/06

CoUection Date: 03/03/06 14:00

Date Received: 03/04/06

Matrix: Drig Water

MCLI
Analyses Result Units Qual RL QCL Method Analysis Date 

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC COMPOUNDS - HERBICIDES
2,4- ug/L E515. 03/10/0620:05/ ell.

4-0B ug/L E515. 03/10/0620:05/ ell.
Dalapon ug/L 200 E515. 03/10/0620:05/ ell-
Dicam ba ug/L E515. 03/10/0620:05/ eii-
Dichlorprop ug/L E515. 03/10/0620:05/ eii-
Dinoseb ug/L E515. 03/10/0620:05/ eli-
Pentachlorophenol ug/L 040 E515. 03/10/0620:05/ ell.
Picloram ug/L 500 E515. 03/10/0620:05/ ell.
2,4, TP (Silvex) ug/L E515. 03/10/0620:05/ ell.

Surr: OCM 88. %REC 70-130 E515. 03/10/0620:05/ eli.

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC COMPOUNDS - PESTICIDES
1 , Dibromo-3.chloropropane ug/L E504. 03/07/0611:10/,10

Dibromoethane ug/L E504. 03/07/0611:10/ ,10
Trichloropropane ug/L E504. 03/07/0611:10/,10

SUIT: 1 , 1 Tetrachloroethane 102 %REC 70- 130 E504. 03/0710611:10/ ,10

Alachlor ug/L E505 03/06/0623:39/ rlo
Aldrin ug/L 010 E505 03/06/0623:39/ ria
Aroclor 1016 ug/L 080 E505 03/06/06 23:39/ rlo
Arcclar 1221 ug/L E505 03/06/06 23:39 / rio
AToclar 1232 ug/L E505 03/06/06 23:39/ Mo

Areclar 1242 ug/L E505 03/06/06 23:39 / ,10
ATociar 1248 ug/L E505 03/06/06 23:39 / ,10
Aroclor 1254 ug/L E505 03/06/06 23:39 / '10
ATociar 1260 ug/L E505 03/06/0623:39/ ,10
Chlordane U9/L E505 03/06/0623:39/ ,10
Dieldrin ug/L 010 E505 03/06/06 23:39 / ,10
Endrin ug/L 010 E505 03/06/0623:39/ ,10
gamma-SHC (Lindane) ug/L 010 E505 03/06/06 23:39/ ,10

Heptachlor ug/L 010 0,4 E505 03/06/0623:39/ rlo
Heptachlor epoxide ug/L 010 E505 03/06/06 23:39/ ria
Hexachlorobenzene ug/L 010 E505 03/06/06 23:39 / ria
H exachlorocyclopentadiene ug/L 020 E505 03/06/06 23:39 / rlo
Methoxychlor ug/L 050 E505 03/06/06 23:39/ ria
Toxaphene ug/L E505 03/06/0623:39/ ria

Surr: Decachlorobiphenyl 329 %REC 60- 140 E505 03/06/0623:39/ ria
Surr: Tetrachloro-m-xylene 113 %REC 65- 125 E505 03/06/0623:39/ rlo

- Surrogates are an added ELI Quality Assurance measure. Decach!orobiphenyl is outside of acceptance range.

Report
Definitions:

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

QCL - Qualiy control limit.

S - Spike recovery outside of advisory limits.

MCL - Maximum contaminant level.

ND - Not detected at the reporting limit.

Track# C06030195 page
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Lidstone and Associates

Project: Belvoir Paleozoic Ground Water GrantlYSWIOI

Lab il: C06030195-001

Client Sample il: Lone Tree Creek I

Report Date: 03/28/06

Collection Date: 03/03/06 14:00

Date Received: 03/04/06

Matrix: Drinkng Water

MCL/
Analyses Result Units Qual RL QCL Method Analysis Date 

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC COMPOUNDS. PESTICIDES
Atrazine ug/L E525. 03/11/06 05: 18/ eii-
Benzo(a)pyrene ug/L E525. 03/11/0605:18/ ell.
bis(2-ethylhexy)Adipate ug/L 400 E525. 03/11/0605:18/ ell.
bls(2-elhylhexyl)Phthalate ug/L E525. 03/11/0605:18/ ell.
Butachlor ug/L E525. 03/11/0605:18/ ell.
Metolachlor ug/L E525. 03/11/0605:181 eii-
Metribuzin U9/L E525. 03/11/0605:18/ eii-
Propachlor ug/L E525. 03/11/0605:181 eii-

Simazine ug/L E525. 03/11/0605:18/ eii-
Surr: 1 Dimethyl-2-nitrobenzene 104 %REC 70-130 E525. 03/11/0605:181 eii-
Surr: Perylene-12 103 %REC 70-130 E525. 03/11/0605:18/eii-
Surr: Pyrene-d10 111 %REC 70.130 E525. 03/11/0605:18/ eii-
Surr: Triphenylphosphate 92. %REC 70.130 E525. 03/11/0605:18/eii-

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC COMPOUNDS. PESTICIDES, CARBAMATES
Aldlcarb ug/L E531. 03/09/0615:251 wen
Aldicarb sulfone ug/L E531. 03/09/06 15:25 wen
Aldicarb sulfoxide ug/L E531. 03/09/0615:251 wen
Carbaryl ug/L E531. 03/09/06 15:25 wen
Carbofuran ug/L E531. 03/09/06 15:25/ wen

Hydroxycarbofuran ug/L E531. 03/09/0615:251 wen
Methiocarb ug/L E531. 03/09/06 15:25/ wen
Methomyl ug/L E531. 03/09/0615:25/ wen
Oxamyl ug/L 200 E531. 03/09/06 15:25/ wen
Baygon ug/L E531. 03/09/0615:25/ wen

Surr: SDMC 113 %REC 70-130 E531. 03/09/06 15:25 / wen

Report
Definitions:

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

QCL - Quality control limit.

MCL - Maximum contaminant level.

NO - Not detected at the reporting limit.

Track# C06030195 Page
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Lidstone and Associates

Project: BeIvoir Paleozoic Ground Water GrantISW101
Lab ID: C06030195-001

Client Sample ID: Lone Tree Creek I

Report Date: 03/28/06

CoUection Date: 03/03/06 i4:00
Received Date: 03/04/06 11: I 0

Matrix: DRIG WATER

Sampled By: Jordan Neilson

Qual Method Analysis Date 

A9221 D 03/04/0615:00 lias

A9221 D 03/04/0615:00 lias

Analyses Result Units SafelUnsafe

MICROBIOLOGICAL

Bacteria. Total Coliform PRESENT PIA UNSAFE

Bacteria. Fecal Coliform ABSENT PIA

Comments: The notation "SAFE" indicates that the water was bacteriologically SAFE when sampled.

The notation "UNSAFE" indicates that the water was bacteriologically UNSAFE when sampled.

Method Reference: E - EPA MCAWW Methodology A - Standar Methods 19th Ed.

TracK# C06030195 Page
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Chain of Custody and Analytical Request Record
PLEASE PRINT, provide as much information as possible. Refer to corresponding notes on reverse side.
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In certin circumstances , samples submitted to Energy Laboratories, Inc, may be subcontracted to other certified laboratories In order to complete the analysis requested.

This serves as notice of this possibilty. All sub--ontract data wil be clearly notated on your analytical report.

Visit our web site at ww. energy/ab. com for additional information , downloadable fee schedule, forms, & links.
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ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. . 2393 Salt Creek Highway (82601) PO Box 3258 . Casper, WY 82602
Toll Free 888.235.0515 307.235.0515 Fax 307.234. 1639 casperlfenergylab. com wwenergylab.com
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Energy Laboratories , Inc.

Sample Receipt Checklist

Client Name Lidstone and Associates Date and Time Received: 3/4/200611:10:00

Work Order Number C06030 195 Received by las

Login completed by: rmlotton - 3/4/2006 11:10:00 Reviewed by

Signature Date Initials Dale

Carrier name Next Dav Air

Shipping container/cooler in good condition? Yes Not Present D

Custody seals intact on shipping container/cooler? Yes Not Present

Custody seals intact on sample bottes? Yes D Not Present 

Chain of custody present? Yes NoD

Chain of custody signed when relinquished and received? Yes 

Chain of custody agrees with sample labels? Yes 

Samples in proper container/botte? Yes

Sample containers intact? Yes NoD

Suffcient sample volume for indicated test? Yes 

All samples received within holding time? Yes 

ContainerfTemp Blank temperature in compliance? Yes On Ice

Water - VOA vials have zero headspace? Yes NoD No VOA vials submitted

Water - pH acceptable upon receipt? Yes No D Not Applicable

Adjusted? Checked by

Any No and/or NA (not applicable) response must be detailed in the comments section below.

- - - --- -- -- - -- - - - - -- - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - -- -- - -- - - --- -- --- -- -- - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - --- --- ---- ---

Client contacted Date contacted: Person contacted

Contacted by: Regarding:

Comments:

Corrective Action

Track# C06030195 page
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Date: 28-Mar-

CLIENT: Lidstone and Associates

Project: Belvoir Paleozoic Ground Water GrantlSWI
Sample Delivery Group: C06030195

CASE NARRTIVE

TilS IS THE FINAL PAGE OF THE LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

BRACH LABORATORY LOCATIONS
eli-b - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Billings, MT
eli-f - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Idaho Falls, il
eli-g - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Gilette, WY
eli,h - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Helena, MT
eli-r - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Rapid City, SD
eli-t - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - College Station, TX

ORlGINAL SAMLE SUBMITTAL(S)
All origial sample submittls have been retwed with the data package. A copy of the submittl(s) has been included
and tracked in the data package.

SUBCONTRACTING ANALYSIS
Subcontracting of sample analyses to an outside laboratory may be required. If so , ENERGY LABORA TORlES will
utilize its branch laboratories or qualified contract laboratories for ths service. AIy such laboratories will be indicated
with the Laboratory AIaly1ical Report.

SAMLE TEMPERATUR COMPLIACE: (x2
Temperatue of samples received may not be considered properly preserved by accepted standards. Samples that are hand
delivered imediately after collection shaH be considered acceptable if there is evidence that the chilling process has
begun.

ENERGY LABORATORIS, INC. - CASPER WY certifies that certain method selections contaed in ths report meet
requirements as set fort by NELAC. Some client specific reportg requirements may not require NELAC reporting
protocol. NELAC Certfication Nwnber E87641.

PCB ANALYSIS USING EPA 505
Data reported by ELI using EP A method 505 reflects the results for seven individual Aroclors.
seven are ND (not detected), the sample meets EP A compliance criteria for PCB monitorig.

When the results for all

ELI appreciates the opportty to provide you with ths analy1ical servce. For additional information and services visit
our web page ww.energylab.com.

The total number of pages of this report are indicated by the page number located in the iower right comer.

TracK# C06030195 Page
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Chain of Custody and Analytical Request Record

PLEASE PRINT, provide as much information as possible. Refer to corresponding notes on reverse side.
PageL of
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NELAC 0 A2LAD Level IV 

Other
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Purchase Order #: ELI Quote #:
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Cooler ID(s)
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Signature Y. N
Match

Lab ID
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lVed by (p
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LABORATORY USE ONC.Y
# of fractions

In certin circumstances, samples submitted to Energy Laboratories , Inc. may be subcontracted to other certified laboratories In order to complete the analysis requested.
This selVes as notice of this possibilty. All sub-contract data wil be clearly notated on your analytical report.

Visit our web site at ww. energylab. com for additional information , downloadable fee schedule, forms, & links.
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ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. . 2393 Salt Creek Highway (82801) Po. Box 3258 . Casper, WY 82802
To// Free 888.235.0515 307.235.0515 Fax 307.234. 1839 casper energy/ab.com' wwenergylab.com
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ANALYTICAL RY RERT
March 23 , 2006

Lidstone and Associates

4025 Automation Way Unit E

Fort Collins, CO 80525-

Workorder No. : C06030033

Project Name: Belvoir Ground Water Grant

Energy Laboratories, Inc. received the followig I sample ITom Lidstone and Associates on 3/1/2006 for analysis.

Sample 

C06030033-001

Client Sample ID

Duck Creek # I

Collect Date Receive Date Matrix Test

02/23/0618:33 03/01106 Aqueous Metals by ICPilCPMS , Total
Alkalinity
QA Calculations
Conductivity
Fluoride
Nitrogen, Anonia
Nitrogen, Nitrte
Nitrogen, Nitrate + Nitrte

Radium 226, Total
Solids, Total Dissolved

There were no problems with the analyses and all data for associated QC met EP A or laboratory specifications
except where noted in the Case Narative or Report.

If you have any questions regarding these tests results , please call.

Report Approved By: ..o.

' '

RoDlG....-"I.fUTQ""''''''' 'SD

Track# C06030033 Page
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Lidstone & Assoc

Project: Belvoir Ground Water Grant

Lab il: C06030033-001

Client Sample il: Duck Creek #1

Report Date: 03/23/06

Collection Date: 02/23/06 18:33

Date Received: 03/01/06

Matrix: Aqueous

MCLI
Analyses Result Units Qual RL QCL Method Analysis Date 

MAJOR IONS
Alkalinity, TDtal as CaC03 170 mg/L A2320 B 03/03/06 10:54 / th
Carbonate as C03 mg/L A2320 B 03/03/06 10:54/ th
Bicarbonate as HC03 200 mg/L A2320 B 03/03/06 10:54/ th
Calcium 55.4 mg/L E200. 03/03/06 15:51 / cp
Chloride mg/L E200. 03/03/0615:51/ cp
Fluoride mg/L A4500-F C 03/10/06 14:56/ sib
Magnesium 15. mg/L E200. 03/03/0615:51/ cp

Nitrogen , Ammonia as mg/L A4500.NH3 G 03/02106 11 :05 / jal
Nitrogen, Nltrate+Nitrte as mg/L E353. 03/06/06 13:21 / jal
Nitrogen. Nitrite as mg/L A4500-N02 B 03/01/0615:15/ jal
Potassium mg/L E200. 03/03/0615:51/ cp

Silca 15. mg/L E200. 03/03/0615:51/ cp
Sodium 50.4 mg/L E200. 03/03/06 15:51 / cp
Sulfate mg/L E200. 03/03/0615:51/ cp

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Conductivity 405 umhosfcm A2510 B 03/02106 11 :29 / jdh

A4500.H B 03/02/06 11 :29/ jdh
Solids. Total Dissolved TOS (I 180 252 mg/L A2540 C 03/02/06 14:08/ jdh

METALS - TOTAL
Aluminum mg/L E200. 03/05/06 01 :57/ sml
Arsenic 003 mg/L 001 E200. 03/05/06 01 :57 / sml
Barium mg/L E200. 03/05/0601 :57 / sml
Boron mg/L E200. 03/03/0615:51/ cp

Cadmium mg/L 005 E200. 03/05/06 01 :57 / sml
Chromium mg/L E200. 03/05/0601 :57/ sml
Copper mg/L E200. 03/05/0601 :57 / sml
Iron 0.45 m9/L E200. 03/03/0615:51/ cp

Lead mg/L E200. 03/05/06 01 :57 / sml
Manganese mg/L E200. 03/05/06 01 :57/ sml
Mereu!) mg/L 001 E200. 03/05/0601 :57 / sml
Molybdenum mg/L E200. 03/05/0601 :57 / sml
Nickel m9/L E200. 03/05/06 01 :57 / sml
Selenium 002 mg/L 001 E200. 03/05/06 01 :57/ sml
Uranium 0428 mg/L 0003 E200. 03/05/0601 :57 / sml
Vanadium mg/L E200. 03/05/0601 :57 / sml
Zinc mg/L E200. 03/05/06 01 :57/ sml

Report
Definitions:

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

QCL - Quality control limit.
MCL - Maximum contaminant level.

NO - Not detected at the reporting limit.

Track# C06030033 page
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: Lidstone & Assoc

Project: Belvoir Ground Water Grant

Lab ID: C06030033-00 I

Client Sample ID: Duck Creek #1

Report Date: 03/23/06

Collection Date: 02/23/06 18:33

Date Received: 03/01/06

Matrix: Aqueous

Analyses Result Units Qual
MCLt

RL QCL Method Analysis Date 

RADIONUCLIDES - TOTAL
Radium 226

Radium 226 precision (:t) 0.4
pCI/L

pCi/L
E903.
E903.

03/02/06 14:201 trs
03/02/06 14:201 trs

DATA QUALITY
AlC Balance ( 5) 16.6 %Anions 4.59 meq/LCations 6.41 meq/L
Solids, Total Dissolved Calculated 295 mg/L
TDS Balance (0.60 - 1.20) 0.850 dec. %

- The ion balance was affected by the presence of solids In an acid preserved sample.

Calculation
Calculation
Calculation
Calculation
Calculation

03/09/06 16: 1 8 

03/09/0616:181 

03/09/06 16:181 

03/09/06 16:181 

03/09/06 16:181 

Report
Definitions:

RL - Analyte reportng limit.

QCL - Quality control limit.
MCL - Maximum contaminant level.

ND - Not detected at the reporting limit.

T r ac k# C06030033 Page
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Match

Lab ID

Signature: ReceIved by (prinl):

LABORATORY USE ONLY
Sam Ie Dis osal: Return to client Lab Dis osal: Sample Type: # of fractions

In certain circumstances, samples submitted to Energy laboratories, Inc. may be subcontracted to other certified laboratories In order to complete the analysis requested.
This serves as notice of this possibilty. All sub-contract data wil be clearly notated on your analytical report.

Visit our web site at ww. energylab. com for additional information, downloadable fee schedule, forms, & links.
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ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. . 2393 Salt Creek Highway (82601) P.O. Box 3258 . Casper, WY 82602
Toll Free 888.235.0515 307.235.0515 Fax 307.234. 1639 casperlfenergylab.com' wwenergylab. com
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Energy Laboratories , Inc.

Sample Receipt Checklist

Client Name Lidstone and Associates

Work Order Number C06030033 Received by

Date and Time Received:

rl1

Login completed by: Corinne Wagner
Signature

Reviewed by

Shipping container/cooler in good condition?

Custody seals intact on shipping container/cooler?

Custody seals intact on sample bottles?

Chain of custody present?

Chain of custody signed when relinquished and received?

Chain of custody agrees with sample labels?

Samples in proper container/bottle?

Sample containers intact?

Suffcient sample volume for indicated test?

All samples received within holding time?

ContainerfTemp Blank temperature in compliance?

Water - VOA vials have zero headspace?

Water - pH acceptable upon receipt?

Adjusted?

Carr r name

200609:10:00
Data

Ground

Yes Ii NoD

Yes Ii

Yes D

Yes Ii

Yes Ii

Yes Ii NoD

Yes Ii

Yes Ii

Yes Ii NoD

Yes Ii

Yes Ii

Yes D

Yes No D

Checked by

Any No and/or NA (not applicable) response must be detailed in the comments section below.

3/1/200609:10:00

IniUals Date

Not Present D

Not Present D

Not Present Ii

On Ice

No VOA vials submitted Ii

Not Applicable D

- - - - - --- - ---- - --- -- ---- - - - - --- --- --- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- -- - ---- - --- - - - - - -- - -- --- - -- - - - - ---

Client contacted Date contacted:

Contacted by: Regarding:

Comments:

Person contacted

Corrective Action

T r ac k# C06030033 page



ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. . 2393 Saft Creek Highway (82601) P.O. Box 3258 . Casper, WY 82602
70ff Free 888.235.0515 307.235.0515 Fax 307.234. 1639 casperlfenergyfab.com' wwenergyfab.com
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Date: 23-Mar-

CLIENT: Lidstone and Associates
Project: Belvoir Ground Water Grant

Sample Delivery Group: C06030033
CASE NARTIV

TIlS IS THE FINAL PAGE OF TH LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

BRACH LABORATORY LOCATIONS
eli-b - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Bilings, MT
eli-f - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Idaho Falls, il
eli-g - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Gilette, WY
eli-h - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Helena, MT
eli-r - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - Rapid City, SD
eli-t - Energy Laboratories, Inc. - College Station, TX

ORIGINAL SAMLE SUBMITT AL(S)
All original sample submittals have been retued with the data package.
and tracked in the data package.

A copy of the submittl(s) has been included

SUBCONTRACTING ANALYSIS
Subcontractig of sample analyses to an outside laboratory may be required. Ifso , ENERGY LABORATORIES will
utilize its branch laboratories or qualified contract laboratories for ths servce. Any such laboratories will be indicated
with the Laboratory Analy1ical Report.

SAMLE TEMPERATU COMPLIACE: 4 C (;,2
Temperatue of sampies received may not be considered properly preserved by accepted stadards. Samples that are hand
delivered imediately after collection shall be considered acceptable if there is evidence that the chilling process has
begu.

ENERGY LABORATORIS, INC. - CASPER, WY certfies that certn method selections contained in ths report meet
requirements as set fort by NELAC. Some client specific reportg requirements may not require NELAC reportg
protocol. NELAC Certification Number E87641.

PCB ANALYSIS USING EP A 505
Data reported by ELI using EP A method 505 reflects the results for seven individual Aroclors.
seven are ND (not detected), the sample meets EP A compliance criteria for PCB monitoring.

When the results for all

ELI appreciates the opportnity to provide you with ths analy1ical service. For additional infonnation and services visit
our web page ww.energylab.com.

The total number of pages of ths report are indicated by the page number located in the lower right comer.

T r a c K# C06030033 Page



i.T: 'E.':1Ia..
Chain of Custody and Analytical Request Record
PLEASE PRINT, provide as much information as possible. Refer to corresponding notes on reverse side.

Page ofl
~~~

-\ Ass oo
Project Name . PWS ", Permit #, Etc.

e.\ O'\1" Grvt =1"-c.
Report Mail Address: 

I3IdS
Contact Name , Phone, Fax , E-mail: Sampler Name if other than Contact:

LIe) z.S" 

IY OIr\1. Skt-i h-e
Ft (hl/ i.. '; -' CO S-.1 S-

Invoice Address: Invoice Contact & Phone #: Purchase Order #: ELI Quote #:

5Ct "f 5 Me \ ,,, dC\ (ull/

Report Required For: POTWIWP 0 DwD JJ L'YSI F"II I: Notify ELI prior to RUSH ed by:
f?ojg sample submittl for additionalOther '" In m .b 1. cf

!:::

charges and scheduling r ) 

rzh.Special Report Formats - ELI must be notified prior to 19 (J;:I
sample submittl for the following: :5 s: Comments:

NELAC 0 A2LAD Level IV '0 8.

Q;'= a 3\\\ lD to \3'1Other .c QJ 00.-
E i5ff 001

\J &\J01EDDIEDT 0 Format
E - Intact 

Jj 

I\",.. _
Signature Y

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION Collection Collection Match

'\ V'Cl clIL"I(f(Name , Location, Interval , etc. Date lime MATRIX Lab ID

1 "bud.. 

17Jl3/a. 1''33

Custody Refinquishedby (prinl): DaleIme: /4- ;""'I 
\)t

;;g

Jc,d ", "h.he.", z/:n!6/s fJ'

//)

Record
Re1!nQulshed by (print): Datemme: Signature: Received by (print): Datenlme: Signalure:

MUST be
Signed LABORATORY USE ONLY

Samnle DisClosal: Retum to client: Lab Diseosal: Sample Type: # of fractions
In certin circumstances, samples submitted to Energy Laboratories, Inc. may be subcontracted to other certified laboratories In order to complete the analysis requested.

This serves as notice of this possibilty. All sub-contract data wil be clearly notated on your analytical report.
Visit our web site at ww.energylab. com for additional information, downloadable fee schedule, forms, & links.



ENERGY LABORATORIES, INC. . 2393 Sail Creek Highway (82601) P.O Box 3258 . Casper, WY 82602
Toll Free 888.235.0515 301.235.0515 Fax 301.234. 1639 casperl!energylab.com' wwenergylab.com.'-"H.1r'- WI.'UIa...

ANALYTCAL SUMy REPORT

Februar 20 , 2006

States West Water Res Corp

1904 E. 15th St

Cheyenne, WY 82001

WorkorderNo. : C06020312

Project Name: Paleozoic Groundwater on Belvoir Ranch

Euergy Laboratories , Inc. received the following 3 samples from States West Water Res Corp on 
21712006 for analysis.

Sample il Client Sample il Collect Date Receive Date Matrix Test
C06020312-00 I Lone Tree Creek 02/04/06 11:5 02/07/06 Aqueous Metals by ICPIICPMS , Total

Alkalnity
Chloride
Conductivity

Metals Digestion by EP A 200.

Solids , Total Dissolved
Sulfate

C06020312-002 Granite Springs 02104106 9:50 02107106 Aqueous Metals by ICPIICPMS , Total
Alalinity
Chloride
Conductivity

Metals Digestion by EPA 200.
Tritium in Water
Solids, Tota Dissolved
Sulfate

C06020312-003 Sutherland Well 021041069:15 02107106 Aqueous Same As Above

There were no problems with the analyses and al data for associated QC met EP A or laboratory specifications
except where noted in the Case Nanative or Report.

If you have any questions regarding these tests results, please call.

Report Approved By: L

-f.::
!ooco 

--.

CAY ""

,"'

Track# C06020312 PAD':
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: States West Water Res Corp

Project: Paleozoic Groundwater on Belvoir Ranch

Lab!D: C060203l2-00l
Client Sample!D: Lone Tree Creek

Report Date: 02/20106

Collection Date: 02/04/06 11:5
Date Received: 02/07/06

Matrix: Aqueous

MCLt
Analyses Result Units Qual RL QCL Metbod Analysis Date 

MAJOR IONS
Carbonate as C03 mg/L A2320 B 02110/06 08:001 

Bicarbonate as HC03 mg/L A2320 B 02110/06 08:00 

Calcium 26. mg/L E200. 02115/06 14:231 

Chloride mg/L A4500-CI B 02108/06 11 :411 

Magnesium mg/L E200. 02115/06 14:231 

Potassium 1.7 mg/L E200. 02115/0614:231 

Sodium mglL E200. 02115/06 14:231 

Sulfate mglL A4500.S04 E 02110/06 11 :251 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Conductivity 190 umhos/cm A2510 B 02108/06 09:451 

A4500-H B 02108/06 09:451 

Solids , Total Dissolved TDS (g 180 C 110 mg/L A2540 C 02108106 11 :20 

Report
Definitions:

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

aCL - Quality control limit.
MCL - Maximum contaminanllevel.

NO - Not detected at the reporting limit.

Track# C06020312 Paaf=
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client: States WestWater Res Corp

Project: Paleozoic Groundwater on Belvoir Ranch

Lab ID: C06020312-002

Client Sample ID: Granite Springs

Report Date: 02/20106

Collection Date: 02/04/06 09:50

Date Received: 02/07/06

Matrix: Aqueous

MCLt
Analyses Result Units Qual RL QCL Method Analysis Date 

MAJOR IONS
Carbonate as C03 mglL A2320 B 02/10/0608:00/ th
Bicarbonate as HC03 128 mglL A2320 B 02/10/0608:00/ th
Calcium 39.4 mglL E200. 02/15/06 14:26 / cp
Chloride mglL A4500-CI B 02/08/06 1 1 :421 

Magnesium mglL E200. 02/15/06 14:261 

Potassium mglL E200. 02/15/06 14:26/ ep
Sodium mglL E200. 02/15106 14:26 / ep
Sulfate mglL A4500-S04 E 02/10106 1 1 :26 / th

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Conductivity 268 umhos/cm A2510 B 02/08106 09:47/ je

A4500-H B 02/08106 09:47/ ie

Solids , Total Dissolved TDS (g 180 C 150 mglL A2540 C 02/08/06 1 1 :20 / th

RADIO NUCLIDES - TOTAL
Tritium pCilL 1200 E906. 02/10/06 13:27/ db

Report
Definitions:

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

QCL - Qualiy control limit.

MCL - Maximum contaminant level.

NO . Not detected at the reporting limit.

Track# C06020312 Paqe.
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT

Client:

Project:
Lab il:

States West Water Res Corp

Paleozoic Groundwater on Belvoir Ranch

C06020312-003

Report Date: 02/20106

Collection Date: 02104/0609:15

Date Received: 02107/06

Matrix: AqueousClient Sample il: Sutherland Well

MCLI
Analyses Result Units Qnal RL QCL Metbod Analysis Date 

MAJOR IONS
Carbonate as C03 mg/L A2320 B 02/10106 08:00 

Bicarbonate as HC03 126 mglL A2320 B 02/10106 08:00 / th
Calcium 73. mg/L E200. 02/15/06 14:29/ cp
Chloride mg/L A4500. CI B 02108/06 11 :44/ jl
Magnesium 10. mg/L E200. 02115/0614:29/ cp
Potassium mg/L E200. 02/15/06 14 :29 I ep
Sodium 11. mgI E200. 02/15/06 14:291 ep
Sulfate mglL A4500.S04 E 02/10/0613:12/th

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Conductivity 487 umhos/cm A2510 B 02/09106 15:061 

A4500-H B 02/09106 15:061 

Solids , Total Dissolved TDS 180 304 mglL A2540 C 02/09/06 14:24/ je

RADIONUCLIDES - TOTAL
Tritium pCilL 1200 E906. 02110/0613:27/ db

Report
pefinitions:

RL - Analyte reporting limit.

QCL - Quality control limit.

MCL - Maximum contaminant leve1.

ND - Not delected at the reporting limit.

Track# C060?O
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May 11, 2006

TRITIUM LABORATORY

Data Release #06- 056
Job # 2193

STATES WEST WATER RESOURCES CORP.
TRITIUM SAMPLES

D. Ha pell
Research Professor

Distribution:
Jack Meena, PE
States West Water Resources
1904 East 15 Street
Cheyenne, WY 82009

Corp.

Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science
Tritium Laboratory
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Revised 1 January 2002

GENERA COMMNTS ON TRITIUM RESULTS

Tritium Scale New Hal f-life

Tritium concentrations are expressed in TU, where 1 TU indicates a T/H
abundance ratio of 10 . The values refer to the tritium scale recommended by
s. National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST, formerly NBS) , and

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAE). The TV-numers are based on the NIST
tri tiur water standard #4926E. Age corrections and conversions are made using the
recommended half-life of 12. 32 years , i. e. / a decay rate of = 5. 626% year . In

this scale, 1 TU is equivalent to 7. 151 dpm/kg H2 , or 3. 222 pCi/kg H , or

1192 Bq(kg H 0 (Bq = disint(sec).
TV values are calculated for date of sample collection, REFDATE in the table

as provided by the submitter. If no such date is available, date of sample
arrival at our laboratory is used.

The stated errors/ eTU, are one standard deviation (1 sigma) including all

conceivable contributions. In the table , QUANT is quantity of sample received
and ELYS is the amount of water taken for electrolytic en ichrent. DIR means
direct run (no enrichment) .

Remark: From 1 Jan 1994 through 31 Dec 2001 we used the previously recommended
value for the half- life , 12. 43 years. The use of the new numer / 12. 32 years
will in practice increase the reported TV-values by 0. 9 %. This is insignificant
since our reported values carry _1 sigma uncertainties of 3 % or more.

It is interesting to note that before 1994 we used the older, then recommended
value of 12. 26 years.

Very low tri tiur values

In some cases / negative TU values are listed. such numers can occur because
the net tritium count rate is / in principle the difference between the count rate
of the sample and that of a tritium-free sample (background count or blank

sample). Given a set of "unknown" samples with no tritium, the distribution of
net results should become symetrical around 0 TV. The negative values are
reported as such for the benefit of allowing the user unbiased statistical

treatment of sets of the data. For other applications, 0 TV should be used.

Additional information

Refer to Services Rendered (Tritium), section 11. 8/ in the IITritium Laboratory
Price Schedule; Procedures and standards; Advice on Sampling" / and our Web-site
www. rsmas. edu/groups/tri tium

Tritium efficiencies and background values are somewhat different in each 
the nine counters. and values are corrected for cosmic intensity, gas pressure and

other parameters. For tritium, the efficiency is typically 1. 00 cpm per 100 TU

(direct counting). At SOx enrichment , the efficiency is equivalent to 1. 00 cpm

per 2. 4 TU. The background is typically 0. 3 cpm, known to about 1 0. 02 cpm. Our
reported results include not only the poisson statistics, but also other
experimental uncertainties such as enrichment error / etc.

End



Client: STATES WEST
Recvd , 06/03/13
Job# ,2193
Final, 06/05/10

Cust LAEL INFO

--- - --- -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- - -- -- -- - -- ---- - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - --

WATER RESOURCES CORP.

JOB. SX

STATES WEST- LONE TREE CRK 2193.

Purchase Order: INVOICE
Contact: J. Meena 307- 634- 7848
1904 East 15th St., (F) 634- 7851

Cheyenne , WY 82009

REFDATE QUANT ELYS eTU

060304 1000 275 13.

---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - -- - - - -- -- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - --
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Data Release #06 - 044
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STATES WEST WATER RESOURCES CORP.
TRITIUM SAMPLES

Distribution:
Jack Meena, PE
States West Water Resources
1904 East 15 Street
Cheyenne , WY 82009

Corp.

Rosenstiel School of Mare and Atmospheric Science
Tritium Laboratory

4600 Rickenbacker Causeway. Miam, Florida 33149.1098
Phone: 305-421-4100 . Fax: 305- 421-4112

E-mai: tritium(grsmas.miam.edu
ww. rsmas.miam.edu/groups/tritium/



Revised 1 January 2002

GENERAL COMMENTS ON TRITIUM RESULTS

Tritium Scale New Half- life

Tritium concentrations are expressed in TU, where TU indicates a T/H
abundance ratio of 10- . The values refer to the tritium scale recommended by
U. S. National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST, formerly NBS), and
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAE). The TU-numers are based on the NIST
tritium water standard #4926E. Age corrections and conversions are made using the

recommended half-life of 12. 32 years, i. e. decay rate of A = 626% year . In
this scale, 1 TU is equivalent to 7. 151 dpm/kg H 0, or 3. 222 pCi/kg H , or

1192 Bq/kg H 0 (Bq = disint/sec).
TU values are calculated for date of sample collection, REFDATE in the table

as provided by the submitter. If no such date is available, date of sample
arri val at our laboratory is used.

. The stated errors, eTU, dre one standard deviation (1 sigma) including all
conceivable contributions. In the table, QUANT is quantity of sample received,
and ELYS is the amount of water taken for electrolytic enrichment. DIR means
direct run (no enrichment).

Remark: From 1 Jan 1994 through 31 Dee 2001 we used the previously recommended
value for the half-life, 12. 43 years. The use of the new number, 12. 32 years
wi 11 in practice increase the reported TU-values by 0. 9 %. This is insignificant
since our reported values carry 1 sigma uncertainties of 3 % or more.

It is interesting to note that before 1994 we used the older then recommended
value of 12. 26 years.

Very low tritium values

In some cases,. negative TV values are listed. Such nwners can occur because
the net tritium count rate is, in principle the difference between the count rate
of the sample and that of a tritium-free sample (background count or blank
sample). Given a set of lI unknown rr samples with no tritium, the distribution of
net results should become sYIetrical around a TV. The negative values are
reported as such for the benefit of allowing the user unbiased statistical
treatment of sets of the data. For other applications, a TO should be used.

Addi tional informa tion

Refer to Services Rendered (Tritium), Section 11. 8, in the " Tritium Laboratory
Price Schedule; Procedures and Standards; Advice on Sampling , and our Web-site
www. rsmas. edu/groups/tritium

Tritium efficiencies and background values are somewhat different in each of
the nine counters and values are corrected for cosmic intensitYr gas pressure and
other parameters. For tritium, the efficiency is typically 1. 00 cpm per 100 TO
(direct counting). At 50x enrichment, the efficiency is equivalent to 1. 00 cpm
per 2. 4 TU. The background is typically 0. 3 cpm, known to about to. 02 cpm. Our
reported results include not only the Poisson statistics, but also other
experimental uncertainties such as enrichment error, etc.

End



Client: STATES WEST WATER
Recvd : 06/02/09, 03/02
Job# : 2179
Final: 06/03/29

RESOURCES CORP.

Cust LAEL INFO

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STATES WEST- GRAITE SPRINGS
STATES WEST- SUTHER LA WELL
STATES WEST- DUCK CREEK

JOB. SX

2179.
2179.
2179.

Purchase Order: INVOICE
Contact: J. Meena 307- 634- 7848
1904 East 15th St., (F) 634- 7851

Cheyenne, WY 82009

REFDATE QUA

060204
060204
060223

1000
1000
1000

ELYS eTU

275
275
275

13.
14.

- --- -- - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---



APPENDIX D
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